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JUST HOW PERSONAL,
THIS DEATH
OF A PRINCESS’
AND A BUSINESS
TYCOON?
VERY! And, sometimes what you don’t know certainly CAN
hurt you. Moreover, murder comes in unexpected ways even if it
is expected.
The media has chosen to focus, according to the orders of your
homeland, England, even as to how you celebrate this beautiful
lady’s passing on.
Taking things in sequence of events: There were two persons
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CLASS

waiting within the tunnel for Diana, Princess of Wales, and Dodi al Fayed, to finish
off the first of many plots to vanquish what was blossoming in the world as an
unacceptable happening. Are you actually reu& to receive truth? Well, you are
going to get it anyway and you are going to find that both of those people were
working with some of my projects.
First let us cover what happened in a localized focus. The two prominent parties
were leaving the Ritz Hotel, owned by Dodi’s father. They were traveling TO the
“Left Bank” to attend some night clubs.
The press was told of the transfer and that the pair would be leaving “in five
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

YOUTH
DRUG-USE
STUDIES
CONTRADICT
RECENT
FEDERAL
REPORT
U.S.

teens are being introduced
drugs at ever-earlier
ages

to

From THE WASHINGTON TIMES, National
Weekly, 8124197: [quoting]
America’s teens are being introduced to drugs,
alcohol and tobacco at ever-younger ages, signaling a growing entrenchment of these addictions in
society, a two-year report released Aug. 14 said.
In addition, the number of teens who know
someone who does a “hard drug”-heroin,
cocaine
or LSD-is growing, the National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University (CASA) says in another survey to be released
next month.
Parental involvement and supervision are cru-

cial to helping children live drug-free lives, CASA
Chairman Joseph A. Califano Jr. said at a news
conference.
Data from five years of CASA studies show that
if a person can make it to age 2 1 without smoking,
drinking or doing drugs, he or she is “virtually certain never to do so”, Mr Califano said.
CASKS sober news appeared to contradict a
federal report last week that teen use of illicit drugs,
alcohol and smokeless tobacco dropped in 1996
[some
more
of
pgopaganda 7 t J .

Clinton’s

“good

news”

“There’s a glimmer of hope here,” Health and
Human Services Secretary Donna Shalala said two
weeks ago,
- when the 1996 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse was released.
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The federal survey, which compiled answers
from 18,300 Americans ages 12 and older, was
hailed as the countries first “tentative good news”
on teens and drugs in four years.
On Aug. 18, Miss Shalala issued a statement
praising the CASA study for “re-enforcing” the
“basic strategy” of the Clinton administration: “to
reach our youngsters with the truth about substance
abuse at a very early age”.
Gen. Barry McCaffrey, who heads the White
House Office of National Drug Control Policy, issued a statement calling the CASA study “another
wake-up call that we have not changed youth attitudes about drugs, which, if unchecked, presage
future use”.
Mr. Califano, who held Miss Shalala’s job in
the Carter administration, said some of the CASA
data were more recent than the federal survey.
He said a survey of more than 1,000 youths that
will be officially released Sept. 8 will show that
the percentage of Americans ages 12 to 17 who
know someone who uses heroin, cocaine or LSD
jumped from 39 percent in
1996 to 56 percent this year.
In an even more troubling snapshot, the survey
will show that the percentage
of 13-year-olds who know a
hard-drug user more than
doubled, from 10.6 percent
in 1996 to 23.5 percent this
year.
The CASA report was a
two-year
effort by the
group’s Commission on Substance
Abuse
Among
America’s Adolescents, led
by University of Notre Dame
President Edward A. Malloy
and funded by Carnegie
Corp.
of New York,
Primerica Financial Services
and the Robert
Wood
Johnson Foundation.
The CASA commission
report, which reviewed dozens of studies on teens and
substance abuse, found that:
* The peak times to begin smoking are-in the sixth
and seventh grades, when
children are 11 or 12 years
old.
* The percentage of 9-to-12-yearslds
trying
marijuana doubled-from 2 percent in 1995 to 4 percent in 1996. Those preteens are also increasing
their experimentation with cocaine, with 2 percent
using it in 1993 and 3 percent in 1996.
* Alcohol remains the drug of choice among
teens, with binge drinking--five drinks at a sitting-increasing
among eighth-graders.
The CASA commission study also found evidence that cigarettes, alcohol and marijuana are
“gateway” drugs: People who use these substances
are more likely to use heroin, cocaine or
hullucinogens.
Specifically, the study said that girls ages 12
to 17 who drank alcohol and smoked cigarettes in
the month before being surveyed were 30 times more
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likely to smoke marijuana than girls who didn’t
smoke or drink.
It also said that boys in that age group who used
alcohol, cigarettes and marijuana within a month
of being surveyed were 29 times likelier to use cocaine, heroin or a hallucinogen than boys who abstained from smoking and drinking.
CASA leaders called for the federal government
to spend $1 billion on research into addictions, as
well as research on adolescent health issues. They
also recommended higher taxes on cigarettes and
beer and asked the media, entertainment and advertising industries to end the glamorization of substance abuse.
Meanwhile, parents and other responsible adults
are the best line of defense, Mr. Califano said. “The
battle will be won across the kitchen table, in the
pews and in the schoolyards.” [End quoting]
THE REAL
STORY
ABOUT
DRUG
USE
Excerpted from THE WASHINGTON TIMES,
National Weekly, 8/24/97: [quoting]
The decidedly mixed report on illicit drug use
last year by American adolescents shows with distressing clarity the consequences of the failureplagued drug policy during the first three years of
the Clinton presidency.
Having inherited drug-abuse policies that
steadily brought down illegal drug use by adolescents from 1979 through 1992, Mr. Clinton shifted
course without missing a beat. Ever the hipster, he
winked at his own drug past, and slashed the staff
of the Office of National Drug Control Policy by
more than 80 percent. Not surprisingly this dramatic deescalation in the drug war was attended by
an increase in adolescent illegal drug use by more
than 100 percent and marijuana use by 140 percent
during his first three years. it is in this context
that the relatively modest improvements in 1996
must be understood.
HHS Secretary Donna Shalala perceived a
“glimmer of hope” from the study, though she acknowledged the obvious: “Illegal drug use is still
unacceptably high.” She might have noted that four
years into the Clinton presidency, illegal drug use
among adolescents is 70 percent higher than when
he first took the oath of office.
Gen. Barry
McCaffrey, Mr. Clinton’s appointed “drug czar”,
declared the he was “enormously encouraged” that
the data for marijuana use might suggest “a leveling of?- at a level that is still more than twice as
high as the level Mr. Clinton inherited. Moreover,
a separate youth survey of drug use, Monitoring
the Future, conducted by the University of Michigan, found that marijuana use continued to escalate among youth in 1996, contrary to the federal
government’s results [emphasis mine].
However debatable the result may be for marijuana, there appears to be no dispute about youthful use of hallucinogens: The rate of use has virtually doubled in two years. In addition, an estimated
652,000 Americans tried cocaine for the first time
in 1995, the latest year available, and 141,000 introduced themselves to heroin that year as well,
most of them under age 26.
It is clear that the administration has a long way
to go to undue the damage caused by its initial aloofness toward drug abuse. As the latest survey reveals once the drug genie is out of the bottle for
12-to-l ‘I-yearslds, it continues to create havoc
among them for years to come. [End quoting]
The battle won’t be won until we put honest,
God-trusting leaders into our positions of teaching
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and leadership. How can we ever expect it to im- power positions.
prove when we allow the ones who profit most
from these circumstances
to remain as the top
OUAD-BLASTER
DETERS
BIRDS
teachers and leaders in our government?
From AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLLATIN0
ACTIVISTS
OGY, 814197: [quoting]
SUE
CALIF.
EDUCATORS
Bird-X, Chicago, Ill., has developed a new,
FOR BILINGUAL
EDUCATION
solid-state version of its ultrasonic bird repeller
with 360-degree coverage. Hangars and airport
Excerpted from THE WASHINGTON TIMES, buildings are a major market for the QB-4, an auNational Weekly, g/24/97: [quoting]
tonomous 9-lb. unit that costs $475 and draws less
In the latest volley in California’s escalating power than a IO-watt bulb, according to Joseph
battle over bilingualism, Latino activists have sued Seid, sales manager. The QB-4 incorporates four
a school district that scrapped bilingual education piezo-ceramic speakers, aimed 90-deg. apart, that
in favor of English-only classes.
broadcast overlapping “fans” of ultrasound that are
Last month the Orange Unified School District, irritating to the birds but inaudible to humans.
a 29,000~student district south of Los Angeles, be- Coverage is up to 6,000 sq. ft. Speaker output can
came the fourth and largest district in California to be modulated or sequenced for maximum effectiveobtain a waiver from the state Board of Education ness. [End quoting]
authorizing it to drop bilingual education.
it’s great to see the farmers use a method that
Officials in the sprawling district, which in- is non-destructive to the birds to protect their crops.
eludes heavily Hispanic areas in Santa Ana and
Garden Grove, say the 20-year-old bilingual proRUBLE
REFORM
WON’T
HURT,
gram to promote fluency in English has failed. But
RUSSIA
SAYS
those filing suit seek to restore the program.
“This is the only situation where a district
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8/5/97:
sought to dismantle an outstanding bilingual pro- [quoting]
gram,” said Deborah Escobedo of the Multicultural
Moscow-Russia
announced Monday it would
Education
Training
and Advocacy Institute
slash three zeroes from the face values of the ruble
(META), a San Francisco-based legal organization from the start of next year in a redenomination that
that fought the educational provisions of Proposi- President Boris Yeltsin promised would not hurt the
tion 187, a voter approved initiative denying most public.
public services to illegal immigrants.
First Deputy Prime Minister Anatoly Chubais
“We do not see the waiver as an indication of supported the move, saying Russia had studied exquality education,”
said Silvina Rubinstein,
amples of currency reforms in other countries such
CABE’s [represents bilingual teachers] executive as Ukraine and Poland.
director. She charges that California’s bilingual
“Inflationary
financing,
stabilization,
programs had not been adequately funded and ad- redenomination-this
is the triad through which
ministered.
dozens of countries have passed, some with great
But officials in Orange say the district’s 20- difficulty and others with less,” Chubais said. “The
year experience with bilingual education has not redenomination [in Russia] was chosen as the most
proved a positive one despite adequate funding.
gentle way.”
“Students were not learning English as they
He said the government hoped to avoid the bitshould and staying in the program longer than they ter experience of Soviet times, when monetary reshould be,” said Assistant Superintendent Neil form led to panic and people’s life savings becomMcKinnon. After as many as six years in bilingual ing worthless paper overnight.
programs, many students still had poor English
Yeltsin said Russians would not have to exskills, he told The Washington Times. One sixth- change old notes for new and would be able to use
grade teacher was teaching completely in Spanish the old denomination until the end of the year. The
and explained that the children could learn English central bank would continue to exchange old money
“in junior high”, he said.
for new until the end of 2002.
In April the district’s trustees voted 7-O to drop
“In the last 50 years, everything connected with
bilingual education while offering extra classes af- monetary reform always hit ordinary people here.
ter school and in summer to help children become Now that is ruled out.... I guarantee this,” Yeltsin
fluent in English.
said.
Meanwhile, some veterans of the state’s bilinThe chairman of the central bank, Sergei
gual wars see the action against the Orange district Dubinin, said that the move meant hyperinflation
as part of a losing battle.
and economic stagnation was over and that Russia
“A year from now there won’t be bilingual edu- had embarked on the path to economic growth and
cation at all,” said Alice Callahan of Las Familias a strong ruble.
de1 Pueblo, a Los Angeles community services or“All necessary conditions for transferring to
ganization working with inner-city garment work- economic growth in Russia are established,” he said.
ers. In 1995 some of the parents pulled their chilInflation was only 14.5 percent year-on-year in
dren out of classes and held street demonstrations
June, down from more than 1,000 percent in late
demanding English-language education. [End quot- 1993. The government forecasts inflation of 3 percent in 2000.
ingl
More and more parents are waking up to the
Senior Western economists welcomed the move,
damage that the Latinos and other immigrants are agreeing it was a sign of growing price stability in
suffering from not receiving lessons in English so post-Soviet Russia.
that they can get good-paying jobs or better educa“It’s certainly an encouraging sign of the
tion after they leave public schools. This is hap- government’s confidence in its ability to maintain
pening in many parts of the U.S. But, the ones low inflation,” said Martin Gilman, an International
who want to maintain their control over these Monetary Fund representative in Moscow. “It’s
immigrants do not want to see them become self- more symbolic. In terms of economic fundamensufficient-thev
would lose their nav checks and tals, it doesn’t change anything,” he added. [End
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quoting]
This is yet another example of adjusting an
economy right out from under the average citizen.
How is this other than making the ruble worthless?
THAILAND

MULLS
BITTER
FROM
IMF

PILL

From THE INTERNET (via UPI), 815197:
[quoting]
Bangkok-Thai
Prime Minister Chavalit
Yongchaiyudh is meeting with his cabinet to consider tough conditions proposed by the International
Monetary Fund in return for bailing out the
Kingdom’s troubled economy.
Under the rescue plan, Thailand’s finance ministry and central bank are likely to lose much of
their independence.
Other IMF conditions believed to be under consideration are an increase in the value-added tax
(VAT) from 7% to 10% and strict limits on govemment spending.
Facing crashes in the real estate and stock markets and a 20% drop,in the value of the baht [sic],
the Chavalit government has, in effect, admitted it
is unable to run the economy.
Former Prime Minister Anand Panyarachun
says the crisis was brought on by the economic
mismanagement of the governments of General
Chavalit and his predecessor, Banharn Silpa-archa.
“There is nowhere else in the world where
people have lost all faith in their own government
and prefer their financial and monetary affairs to
be managed by the IMF,” says Anand. “We have
been building up our nation for the past 40-50 years,
but in two and a half years, in two governments,
all the effort went to waste.” [End quoting]
Look around the world and see what is happening to other countries’ economies-then
know what
to expect here, SOON!!
FAST-TRACK
ON

NEW

ATTEMPT
TREATIES

[Below is a letter of response to Clinton s bill
which he will send to Congress in September asking for authority to negotiate trade deals. He
wants this authority before he goes to Chile in the
spring of 1998 for the second Summit of the Americas and its negotiations of a hemisphere-wide free
trade agreement.]: [quoting]
From John Ray
To President William J. Clinton
1600 Pennsylvania Ave
Washington, D.C. 20500
RE: “Clinton Pushes for ‘Fast Track’ on all
Treaties”
Dear President Clinton:
I am totally opposed to any type of FASTTRACK attempts on passage of any INTERNATIONAL TREATY. I am also against carte-blanche
expansion of NAFTA to all of South and Central
America. The Mexican Agreement created an even
greater deficit than even 1 anticipated.
There have been too many so-called International Treaties and/or Agreements that have been
passed, mostly un-read and un-Constitutional, by
our Congress in the past fifty-odd years. The Constitution still does not allow automatic “rubberstamp” passage of International Treaties.
1 also oppose the issuance of Executive Orders,
Presidential Directives and “sealed” Agreements
(National Security??) that allow International
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group said Thursday.
“The judge ruled that CD-ROMs and some kinds
The Consumer Federation of America, which of databases are the functional equivalent of misurveyed 111 check-cashing outlets in 23 of the croftlm,” said Bruce Keller, a partner at Debevoise
nation’s largest urban areas found that fees for cash- & Plimpton, the law firm representing the defening a paycheck averaged 2.34 percent. Fees for dants. “But it is not a sweeping decision that determines copyright in all forms of electronic mepersonal checks averaged 9.36 percent.
Some operations also make loans at interest dia.”
The lead plaintiff, Jonathan Tasini, the presirates equivalent to 26.1 percent to 9 1.3 percent a
year, according to the survey released Thursday. dent of the National Writers Union, termed the
A spokesman for the National Check Cashers As- judge’s decision “murky, wrong and somewhat con[End tradictory”.
But he noted that in her ruling, the
CONGRESSMEN
SAY FOOD
sociation had no immediate comment.
judge acknowledged that copyright law might not
WAS DIVERTED
IN N. KOREA
quoting]
The little money gangsters are taking their cue have kept pace with today’s technology and its implications. [End quoting]
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8114197: from the techniques of the big boys.
[quoting]
CHECK’S
IN THE MAIL,
SEOUL, South Korea-U.S.
congressmen just
PUBLISHERS
CAN LEGALLY
BUT IT COSTS
YOU
REPRODUCE
FREE-LANCE
back from visiting North Korea said Wednesday
they think some foreign food aid may have been
ARTICLESJUDGE
RULES
From THE MODESTO BEE, 8/ 13197: [quoting]
wrongly diverted to the communist state’s military.
COURTS:
The decision
involves
Victor and Debra Goldberg of Ithaca, N.Y., were
Seven members of the House Permanent Select
astonished to receive a $7,500 check in the mail
use of material
in electronic
media.
Committee on Intelligence told a joint news conmade out to Debra-for
a loan she’d never
ference in Seoul they will seek measures to ensure
From THE DAILYNEWS, Los Angeles, 8/?/97: sought.
that future U.S. aid to North Korea would go diSuch loans, in the form of unsolicited, “live”
rectly to starving people. The congressmen said [quoting]
A
federal
judge
ruled
Wednesday
that
publishchecks,
are a new marketing tool for some finanthey saw serious food problems in the impoverished
nation and agreed on the need for more aid. [End ers can reproduce articles by free-lance writers in cial institutions. One bank says it has signed up
some electronic media without their permission or nearly $1 billion.
quoting]
But critics say they’re a rip-off because of high
Logic says that if you turn overfood or funds paying them extra.
The ruling came in a lawsuit, filed in 1993 by a interest rates and also could lead to fraud if someto a dictator, without full control, he will use them
group of writers, that was widely viewed as an early one else diverts and cashes them. They want such
in any way he deems is best to maintain his powerwhatever that may be- which isn’t usually feed- test of the economic rights of free-lancers and copy- checks banned.
“That was our biggest concern: that the check
right law in the new realm of electronic publishing.
ing the poor!
The plaintiffs challenged the right of six publish- would be diverted,” said Victor Goldberg, a softers, including The New York Times Co. and Time ware engineer at Cornell University.
BUSH’S
MOONIE
PALS
The “Instant Loan” check in Debra Goldberg’s
Warner Inc., to reproduce newspaper or magazine
ENDORSE
IMF PLAN
name came from Virginia-based Signet banking
articles on CD-ROMs or in electronic databasesFOR IBERO-AMERICA
without-seeking the permission of the freelance Corp.- with which the couple had never had any
From THE NEW FEDERALIST,
814197: writers and without paying them beyond what they dealings. The interest rate if signed: 13.99 percent
annually over 60 months.
[quoting]
were paid for the original articles.
Because he’s from New York City, where SoTiempos de1 Mundo, the official newspaper in
An important issue, under the Copyright Act of
Ibero-America of the Rev. Moon cult, launched last 1976, is whether the reproduction is the same as cial Security checks “are ripped off all the time”,
November in Argentina with George Bush’s back- the original publication or amounts to a slightly Victor Goldberg said he was especially wary.
“This is a real check-cash
it for an ining, on July 24 endorsed the concept of “gover- revised version of the original. If either is the case,
nance” being promoted by the IMF and World Bank the publishers have reproduction rights. That, for stant loan.I” beckons a letter to other consumers
to smash what remains of the nation-states of Ibero- example, is the copyright interpretation that per- from a regional division of Beneficial Corp., a
America.
mits publishers to put archive versions of newspa- major consumer-finance company. “Just sign the
back of this check and cash it for an instant loan.
Stating that it is -no longer enough to lower in- pers and magazines on microfilm.
flation, reduce deficits, and impose “common sense”
Judge Sonia Sotomayor of U.S. District Court That’s all you have to do to get $ (amount of loan).
in monetary policy, Tiempos adds, “The future will in Manhattan ruled that for CD-ROMs and certain No forms to fill out, not even a phone call... And
show that the [IMF] wants real adherence to cer- electronic databases, publishers can reproduce with- you can pay it back in convenient monthly installtain social and political patterns, and an acceptance out permission. But since the suit was filed, the ments.”
Convenient, perhaps, but also expensive. The
of minimal conditions which go beyond what can biggest arena of electronic publishing has become
annual percentage rate for a $2,566 loan over 36
be counted...[including]
transparency in the func- the World Wide Web.
tioning of the state and of politicians.. . . Only
strong foreign pressure can coerce the will of
powerful local [forces]. ,.only an argument of iron
can make change possible.. . .”
The Moonie paper underscores that even within
all the structural reforms imposed by the IMF, certain intractable “historic” problems still exist. And
sometimes, because of disillusionment, governments
even go back to “statism and political instability”.
Two of the tastiest, most “storable”
foods are now
[End quoting]
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them
The Elite are tightening the screws on the lowerranked dictators. Our turn is coming fast!
Wonderful soup extender and both
just like pinto beans.

Treaty Laws (Maritime/Admiralty law) to usurp our
Constitutional
Law, the true “LAW OF THE
LAND” of the Sovereign states of our Republic,
united under a CONSTITUTIONAL CONTRACT
with the United States Government of Washington,
District of Columbia.
/s/ John H. Ray [End quoting]
It might be wise to distribute your own letters
far and wide to help stop this usurpation of power.

CHECK
CASHERS
GOUGE
CUSTOMERS
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 8/?/97: [quoting]
Many low-income Americans, forced by rising
bank fees to turn to neighborhood check cashers,
are being gouged by those businesses for cashing
checks and getting short-term loans, a consumer
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months, for example, is a hefty 25.71 percent,
bringing the total repayment to $3,708.
Lenders say they solicit people with good credit
histories. They defend the check-loans calling them
a convenience to consumers, and argue they contain enough protections to ensure a consumer isn’t
penalized if someone else cashes the check.
The Goldbergs, however, complained to their
congressman, Rep. Maurice Hinchey, a Democrat
on the House Banking Committee. Hinchey proposed a bill that would ban the loans.
“Banks should not be sending unsolicited loans
through the mail where anyone can get their hands
on them,” the lawmaker said recently. “Even if the
loan check reaches its target, a trusting individual
could sign it and wind up liable for an exorbitant
amount.”
Because the check-loans are fairly new, it’s difficult to determine how widespread they are. But
Signet signed up nearly $1 billion in the past 18
months, said Kitty Griffith, a spokeswoman at the
bank’s headquarters in Richmond, Va. [End quot-

iwl

Fair warning to not be suckered in by this bait.
HOW

CAN

I LOVE

HIM?

His unreliability and
empty promises were predictable
From GUIDEPOSTS,
June 1997, P.O. Box
1479, Carmel, NY 10512, by Joyce Anne Bacon,
Baltimore, Maryland: [quoting]
“Stop making excuses for him, Mom,” I said.
“I’m tired of Jerry never making good on his word.”
“But maybe he-” she began.
“Maybe nothing,” I interrupted.
My husband, Vernon, and I had planned a special evening and my brother had promised to stay
with Mom. I had been taking care of her since her
health began to decline and this would be the first
time in a year that Vernon and I had a night out
together.
“Maybe there isn’t a phone where he is,” my
mother said.
“Why do you always stick up for him?” I demanded. I could feel the muscles in my back tense
as I tried to hold in what I really wanted to say
about my unreliable brother. It wasn’t the first time
he had failed to come through for us. And more
often than not, his drinking had a lot to do with it.
I took a deep breath. “Mom, I’m sorry,” I
sighed, patting her hand. “I just wish Jerry would
change.” Mom nodded. Even though I had apologized, I couldn’t let my anger at my brother go. I
knew there would be other nights for Vernon and
me, but still I was upset by Jerry’s lack of responsibility.
Why are you surprised? I chided myself as I
lay in bed that night. I had heard it all before.
“Sure, Sis. No problem, Sis,” Jerry would say when
I asked him for a favor. But what invariably followed was “I got hung up.” The empty promises,
the lame excuses. I was so sick of it.
I remembered our growing-up years in smalltown West Virginia, where my brother and I spent
summer days swinging on grapevines and picking
blackberries.
Jerry had been a fun-loving, kindhearted kid. He was only 18 when Dad died. That’s
when he started hanging out-with a fast crowd. And
that’s when he started drinking.
Jerry married a wonderful woman. They raised
five children, and were happy together. But gradually, alcohol became the most important thing in
his life. The marriage ended, and his drinking got
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worse.
Jerry and I didn’t see each other often, but we
talked on the phone. I tried to let him know I loved
him. Usually, though, we ended up fighting. Every time I hung up the phone I prayed, Dear Lord,
please change Jerry. I wanted desperately for the
brother I once knew to come back.
When Mom came to live with us Jerry dropped
in regularly at first, but after a while his visits became sporadic. When I complained to Mom she
defended him. He explained-a couple of days later
when I called him- that he couldn’t handle seeing
Mom in such feeble condition. Another excuse, I
thought,
I tried to be understanding,
but I couldn’t.
There was something holding me back. I didn’t
know what.
One thing I did know was I had to see the dottor about my back. It had been aching for months,
and the pain was getting worse. The stress of waiting for Jerry and arguing with Mom hadn’t helped.
I’ll go tomorrow, I decided before I fell asleep.
The next day the doctor examined me. “I can’t
find anything wrong with you physically,” he said,
“but I can tell you’re very tense. Is something bothering you?”
I poured out my story about Jerry and the anger and hurt I felt.
“How long has your brother been like this?” the
doctor asked.
“Ever since he was eighteen,” I replied.
“Do you think he’s likely to change? he asked.
I shrugged. “Probably not.”
“But, Joyce, you can,” he said gently. “Think
about it.”
Me? I wondered on the drive home. Why do I
have to change? Jerry is the one who keeps making empty promises. He P the one who constantly
lets us down. I thought about all my prayers over
the years, asking God to change my brother, to make
him stop drinking. But what had I done?
Maybe the doctor was right. Maybe it was time
for me to change.
Right there in the driveway, at the wheel of my
car. I bowed my head. “God, please help me accept Jerry as he is. I can’t love his behavior, but I
can love him -the way I did when we were little.”
The words left my lips and the tension in my back
dissipated. As I walked into the house I sensed a
relief that could only come from God.
Jerry never did quit drinking, and he died young
as a result. I miss my brother. But I am grateful I
was given the opportunity to show him I loved
him-as he was, not as I wanted him to be. Isn’t
that all God really asks of us? [End quoting]
LATE

BREAKING
IN BRIEF

NEWS

Editor $ note: The fjrst two items below are
updates to information first addressed by Corn-man&r Haronn on p. 6.
8/29/97

RICK MARTIN

Big Cats:
When last we heard, Mr. John
Weinhart was being required to move his eightyodd tigers and other “endangered” cats from his
Riverside County (Calif.) property.’ In fact, we had
heard that there was actual danger of the cats being exterminated! Further, there was some discussion about a small Indian Reservation property
(with Casino) volunteering to house the cats. Well,
after speaking with someone at Tiger Rescue, (800)
964-8447-in
other words, those involved d&
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rectlv-we find out that someone has been found
who will lease their 33 acres to John. Whether or
not the cats are moved is contingent upon approval
of a county “conditional-use permit”. This application takes 45 days to process.
This new property (in Paris, Calif., off Hwy.
#2 15) is about 45 minutes from where the cats are
currently housed. The person volunteering the property loves Tigers and has offered to lease the property for 99 or 200 years, however long it’s needed.
(The Reservation was far too small to accommodate that many large animals.)
John is still in serious need for funding as there
are hard costs of $83,000 just for fencing materials. John is currently pounding pavement asking
lumber and hardware companies for donations or
cheap galvanized fencing materials.
He needs
enough fencing to enclose the full 33 acres. This
all is still not definite, as it is contingent upon approval of the conditional-use permit. The County
of Riverside is applying pressure directly to John
Weinhart (and very unprofessionally, at that), and
specifically Supervisor John Tavaloni, (909) 2751020. Pam Anderson is the County Counsel
(County of Riverside), and is the attorney handling
this particular case: (909) 2754300.
The time
given for John to vacate the property has varied
but there is still pressure on John.
Miracle Hot Springs (Lake Isabella, Calif.):
In speaking with Environmental Health in Bakersfield, the Acting District Forest Ranger Ed
Armenta, and John Nicholson of Friends of the Hot
Springs (760) 379-7688, CONTACT has learned the
following: The Hot Springs are not technically
closed but there is a health warning posted for fecal coliform.
Friends of the Hot Springs
(non-profIt) is merging with Rick Roberts of Kern
River Tours (for profit) to form The Miracle Hot
Springs Association.
The Miracle Hot Springs
Association is attempting to raise $10,000 to cover
the cost of reconstruction of the springs to include
an ozone purification system. There is an application currently in place with the U.S. Forest Service, which takes six months. The Miracle Hot
Springs Association hopes to reconstruct the springs
in such a manner as to have a 30-minute replacement (of water) cycle per pool. An environmental
impact report is currently in the works. Other hot
springs in the Kern River area include Scovern,
Democrat and Delonegha, all of which have been
plagued with their own set of problems in recent
years.
David Miller Common Law Update: Quoting
from a telephone conversation with David Miller
to CONTACT on 8127197: August 11, ABC
Nightline had a two-hour Special on attorneys and
the judicial system under the common law. On that
program they (purportedly) stated that there are 28 1
Title 42 lawsuits at the United States Supreme
Court, 30 Federal Districts are under “emergency”
protection, the state of Wisconsin has unincorporated all of its co.unties because of the number of
Title 42 lawsuits that have gone through the court
system and are in default and the state is liable for
it. So, they’ve unincorporated so .that each county
is responsible for its own judicial system. And,
24 1 federal judges have resigned and have not been
replaced -nobody wants the job. A common-law
.attomey in San Francisco did this research. The
U.S. Marshal Service supplied the numbers, they
[End
said. I suggest you contact Nightline.
quoting.]
David has agreed to an interview with
Stay
CONTACT in the not-too-distant future.
tuned.
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CAN remind you that the government works always
in reverse accomplishment, as it will take more
funds to destroy the springs than to install the filtration system bringing the baths up to code and
safety limits. There will also be great outcry of
the parties who do use the pools and you can bet
there will be a big “bathe-in” as you approach the
days of demolition consideration, which will end
up costing double or triple the cost of fixing the
problem in the first place and having good public
and useful political standings. Oh Well.
Susan has the right idea as to writing a small
report for the files and sharing so that a quick determination can be forwarded to me as to “position” of each happening but having no relying on
my secretary. I can comment as might be helpful
without much time or deviation, i.e., I believe the
best bet for finding out about Miracle Hot Springs
would be through the Board of Health, Kern County,
since they would be the department of control which would
take ultimate action “on beharfof the people “.
Thank you for the update on the “cats” for if
the delays are operable, we have plenty of time to
do the job properly and perhaps at some time meld
the existing with that which might be more suitable
for long-term care and, yes, “use”. Everything we
do as a project should ultimately be both beneficial
and actually profitable, if correctly utilized.
It is likely that one of the best bits of information coming out of the search-and-find will be the
“Indian” information and considered use as an
added attraction to an already existing casino.
Great! Now you can visualize how generalization
and connections can actually work to everyone’s
best advantage. Soon, a casino will be just another
piece of junk with little value as outside interests
continue to compete-but
look what banking could
do for the “Nations” with the fright of world-wide
shutdown of computers as is stupidly touted for year
2000. That is B.S. squared and is simply a tactic
to manage the rest of the “takeover” by the
banksters if the other plans do not make the grade.
Can you imagine locating your accqunt with
changed names and numbers in a crashed computer
(global) shutdown through something like the
Interamerican Bank Trust Company “non-corporation” and/or the Deposit Trust Corporation?
ALERT-Please note the following information:
[QUOTING]

Hot
Springs,
And
Cats
3
Invasion
TheChinese
8126197

HATONN

To lead into general informational topics I will
comment on some of the ongoing projects being
undertaken here. [Editor > note: RickMartin has
some updates on the matters discussed below on

page 5.1

There is a man by the name of John Weinhart in
the Los Angeles area who has some 85 of the “large”
cats, i.e., lions, tigers, leopards, etc. These are
being displaced and the plan is to kill the cats as
they are now declared “unsuitable” for the location.
Of course John was “there” first, but that is not
under consideration for the area.
We have, we hope, determined that the execution date has somehow been pushed from the deadline of this week to some time in September and we
can take it from there while continuing in our demands for information and consideration. One of
the rumors is that an Indian group holding and operating a casino on an area of Reservation near San
Diego will take the felines and utilize them as an
“attraction” for their operations while also giving
them a home and shelter in love and security.
The other immediate undertaking is to get postponed the execution date for Miracle Hot Springs
(from the edict to bulldoze out the entire area, including the Springs) by the Health Department, due
to lack of funds for a filtration system, and thus
destroying the springs for healing use by hundreds
of users.

Both of these projects are humanitarian and
worthy of note by all, for if it can happen here-it
can happen ALL OVER THE MAP.
We are beginning to divide the projects into
those which we can approach as “humanitarian” and
those which are industrial projects. Paul Leinthall
and Chuck & Susan Clay have agreed to assist with
(and were then voted in as officers of) the corporation housing the humanitarian projects, so that they
can be the “in charge” parties. Many have volunteered to help in this interim time and continue to
make every effort to finish the gathering of funds
to give foundation to this organization.
Since the Clays are with us at this time for only
a couple of weeks, we will have to do a lot of longdistance communications in the interim until other
arrangements can be made, but we anticipate rather
imminent conclusion of some of our project resources. This does mean that some dollar projections be given estimation so that we have better
ideas of cost figures. These are good ones with
which to work because we can obtain the projections with pretty good accuracy from the ongoing
research. This means that we get the pretty accurate costs, i.e., a filtration system for the springs
would be between $15,000 and $25,000 and operating costs and installation of the system would run
an additional labor and installation cost which
would have already been calculated and a proposal
would likely already be available when you locate
the proper parties in charge of the demolition. I

LOAN
GRANTED
TO PANAMA

Thru

Sept.

GAIALYTE

15th

NOW! $ 12.75
For 24iter

PANAMA CITY (XINHUA)-The Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) approved a $45
million loan for Panama to improve the quality and
efficiency of the drinking water and sewage in the
capital. The resources will finance the restructuring of the Aqueducts and Sewage Systems Institute
(IDDAN) to promote an opening of that sector.
[END QUOTING]
Now, readers, what exactly do you make of this
information? WRONG! This is simply more ripoff of “the people” for the benefit of the Bush Bunch
of Bandits. The Inter-American Development Bank
is nothing but the banking in: Inter-American Investment Corporation, a non-corporation run by
Rubin of Treasury and other tools of the Elite takeover bunch.
Meanwhile, while you are watching banks and
computer blowout potentials, the Chinese are quietly moving right ahead with their business takeover of California. Never mind the military base
use or the ammunition facilities-note
the business
ventures moving right ahead with blessings of ev-
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eryone involved:
[QUOTING]
“SAVIORS”-AND
-FROM
THE

FAR

SPIES
EAST

It’s a growing trend: Chinese “businessmen”
rescuing economically strapped American communities. One of the best-known examples of this
Beijing largesse is the recent sweetheart arrangement between the China Ocean Shipping Company
(COSCO) and Long Beach, California. COSCO,
which is actually a corporate arm of the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA), would really come out the
winner in this Clinton-brokered deal. Under the
current bargain (which, at the moment, is on hold),
it would take control of the strategic Long Beach Naval
Yards-and get paid millions of dollars to do so.
IVow the Chinese are movins inland. Out in
the Moiave Desert, about 100 miles northeast of
Lonp Beach, another grand Sino-American
venture is underwav.
At Adelanto,
a former Air
Force town of 40,000. the ambitious Da Zhong
Hua Wholesale Town is under construction.
As
manv as 1.000 Chinese firms mav set UI) shor,
here, seilina Chinese-made
electronics,
shoes,
clothes, furniture.
iewelrv. and other uroducts.
As in Long Beach, many local residents and offcials are enthused at the jobs and prosperity that
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Chinese be in any better position to provide jobs
than American companies?
But far more important than the economics of
the Adelanto project are the national security concems-which
appear to be of no concern to the
Clinton Administration.
The new Chinese undertaking is only 20 miles across the desert from
Edwards Air Force Base, our nation’s premier military flight-test installation and a key target of
Beijing’s intelligence services. Lam Fong Ng, genera1 manager of Da Zhong Hua, laughs at such suspicions. “We are pure businessmen,” he says. “We
are talking about business, not politics. We have
never heard any opposition to this project. 1 see
only smiling faces.”
However, as sinologist Nicholas Eftimiades
clearly shows in his thorough 1994 study, Chinese
Intelligence Operations, accepting Chinese “business” at face value is dangerously naive. All companies in the People’s Republic of China are sub-

servient adjuncts of the Communist Party and the
Ministry of State Security (MSS), the Chinese
equivalent of the KGB. In fact, U.S. intelligence
analysts have warned for years that Chinese infiltration and espionage activities in the U.S. have
been far more pervasive than those of the Soviets.
William E Jasper

[END OF QUOTING]

Kern County Supervisor Steve Perez’s office in
Rosamond.
“The idea that Edwards is ‘safe’ just because it
is the premier flight test center is simply not the
case,” Clausen warned those attending the meeting
called by the Antelope Valley Board of Trade.
“The entire military-industrial complex in the Western United States is in danger,” Clausen, regional manager of Southern California Edison, cautioned.
“The threat is real-we could lose over HALF
our income for this whole area,” added former
Edwards Air Force Base official Phil Brady, who
heads a coalition working to save the industry.
Brady said politicians from Florida, Maryland,
Texas and New York are working together to transfer flight testing and other defense projects and contracts to their areas.

A project to upgrade A- 10 aircraft went to Eglin
Air Force Base in Florida and a lucrative contract
to build the F-22 fighter has gone to Georgia, Brady
said.
East Coast politicos have been “working for
four years” to transfer control of Air Force flight
testing to Eglin, which could result in slowly “bleeding off’ projects at Edwards.
One project that could be lost is the $740 billion Joint Strike Fighter, which will generate jobs
wherever it is built for 20 to 25 years, Brady said.
And that’s just for domestic sales of the aircraft, which will be used by all three military
branches.
Navy projects at China Lake are also in dan-

Now, refer back to the reference to Edwards Air
Force Base and let us share a “local” item out of
down in 1992, the region lost 5,000 jobs and $15 the Tehachapi News of August 20, 1997:
million in annual sales revenues. “For us it means
[QUOTING]
ger, along with related aerospace business
jobs, and jobs mean more homes and being able to
Mojave Airport and Plant 42.
service our existing residents better,” Adelanto City
LEADERS
WARNED
Manager Mike Sakamoto told Associated Press reEDWARDS
AND
MULTIPLIER
EFFECT

are expected to come with this major development.
After all, when George Air Force Base was shut

porter Scott Lindlaw.

CHINA

But is all of the economic optimism justified?
Will Da Zhong .Hua Wholesale Town provide jobs
for local residents, or will the Chinese governmentbacked effort bring its own workers? And if not
for its access to dirt-cheap slave labor, special concessions, and subsidized loans from the U.S. Export-Import Bank and the World Bank, would the
ThefolZowing
article, from the
is afootnote
to the above writing,
The confirmation
of the “Western
ofl’obs
may finally
cause ones to

Knight

LAKE

IN

at

DANGER

Brady said state politicians must understand
Area leaders were warned multi-billion dollar that aerospace contracts have tremendous multiplier
aerospace industry could be moved to the East Coast effects of 60 percent or more.
unless action is taken soon.
They must also realize that aerospace jobs are
Alis

Clausen,

chair of the Antelope

Valley

Board of Trade Aerospace Committee, which called
the meeting, delivered the warning at a meeting in

Aug. 28, 1997 issue of the Mojave
Desert News,
“Cats, Not Springs, And The Chinese
Invasion
“.
Invasion
” and the moral defeat caused by loss
sit back and start
to take notice:
[quoting]
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To Save

Bases

State Senator
Wm. J. “Pete” Knight (R-Palmdale)
spent much of his time during
the recent summer break from the Legislature
working
to save military installations
in the High Desert.
Both Edwards
Air Force Base and China Lake are in danger of
being drastically
downsized
by the Department
of Defense
(DOD).
In a recent
meeting
of the Southwest
Defense
Alliance
(SWDA)
Executive
Committee
and the California Office of Military Base Retention, Knight, along with
other High Desert leaders, met in order to find ways to protect the thousands of
defense jobs threatened in California.
While these two groups have different goals and objectives, they do share one
primary mutual interest-keeping
military installation and defense jobs in California. Another area of mutual interest is the success of AB 639 (Alby) which is
coauthored by Senator Knight. AB 639 provides the work of California Trade and
commerce Agency includes the Californian Defense Conversion Council. IT is the
hope that this bill will contain funding in order to assist communities in their attempt
to protect their installation.
AB 639 will be heard in the Senate Appropriations
Committee on August 25.
“We must realize that although California meets the needs of DOD project
requirements, base reduction decisions are not based on merit. They are based on
political strength,” said Knight.
“It is imperative Californians work together to
prevent our military installations from being downsized or eliminated.
I will do
everything in my power to keep that from happening.”

“high quality”.

“There are jobs and there are jobs,” Brady said
State Senator William “Pete” Knight
(RPalmdale) and Assemblyman George Runner (RLancaster) have been working to educate fellow
lawmakers and state officials, Brady said.
That’s necessary because the state published a
report last year listing the state’s seven key industries.
Aerospace was not among them, Brady noted, even
though it’s a $14 billion industry in California.
He said the military testing facilities in the region are in a “death struggle” to stay alive.
Brady and Clausen asked local leaders to carry
the message back to their communities, and to build
coalitions that can write letters and take other action to inform state and federal officials of the need
to retain the aerospace industry in the Western
United States.
“This is the ‘light of day’ group,” Clausen said,
explaining that the committee must get the word
out to decision-makers before it is too late.
[END QUOTING]
It is already “too late” for this is simply a part
of the plan to move out of the West and begin to

allow the takeover AS PLANNED of the Western
States. 1 suggest you give more thought to this predicament than meets the eye, local yokels. In these

places like Tehachapi, Ridgecrest, Rosamond,
Lancaster and Palmdale, to mention just the surrounding area, the industry above described is THE
ONLY real industry available except for the portions of prison facilities

present.
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market, while redeploying labor, an expensive factor in the production process, is cheaper and easier.”
Later, Weber lauds “the growth and development of financial markets,” talking about “shock
absorbers that cushion economic fluctuations,”
“automatic stabilizers,” and so on. He argues vehemently against even the possibility of a financial
crash, alleging that the significance of crises like
the Mexico crisis was highly “exaggerated” and that
“the significance of exogenous shocks” to the international system “is diminishing”.
Since his article appeared, the real world has
rudely intruded into Weber’s virtual reality. The
successful Teamsters strike against United Parcel
Service has challenged the myths of the wonders of
“part-time” and “temporary” work in the US. The
massive volatility of the currency and financial markets on every continent undermines remaining euEditor $ note: The following astute financial ket is ready to pop,” LaRouche added, noting that phoria about OECD and “emerging markets”, and
observations are from the August 27, 1997 issue even a tiny interest rate rise from the Federal Re- has brought the doomsday argument to center stage.
of Executive Alert Service, which is an offering of serve or German Bundesbank or both, to “contain
Executive Intelligence Review, P. 0. Box I 7390, inflation dangers”, would detonate the global shock.
Resistance
To
Washington, D.C. 20041. For those of you who
Transparency
International
Emerges
have been monitoring the financial markets on a
CFR Promotes
‘New Economy”
regular basis, what was astounding in the way of
An increasing role in the destabilization of sova roller-coaster ride not so long ago is now comA mythology is being fostered, that the “Ameri- ereign nation-states is played by Transparency Inmonplace. These current kinds of wild, hundred- can economic model” represents the achievement ternational [See the recent Front Page story about
point swings on the stock market are the precur- of a “New Economy”, characterized by low infla- this organization in the a/12/97 issue of CONsor “quakes ” to massive financial instability.
TACT], an agency set up by Prince Philip’s British
tion, booming stock markets, low unemployment,
and revolutionary innovations and gains in produc- Commonwealth forces with the aim of using anti8121197
E.I.R.
tivity, particularly in the area of “information tech- corruption campaigns to overthrow national govnology”. The leading propagandist for this “New ernments which do not comply with IMF demands.
A Financial
Market Dress Rehearsal
Economy” mythos is one Steven Weber, Associate In the last years, TI has been key in destabilizing,
Professor of Political Science at the University of among others, Italy, Pakistan, Kenya, Papua New
The apparent return this Monday of semi-calm California at Berkeley, and fellow at the Center for Guinea. The next victim of TI will be the nation of
to major world currency and financial markets is Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences [at Peru, where an international “anti-corruption” conjust that, apparent. Even on that “calmer” day, the Stanford University]. Weber’s thesis is featured ference is scheduled for Sept. 7.
Thai and Indonesian stock markets crashed, falling prominently, in the July-Aug. 1997 edition of ForThree years ago TI began publishing the “Cor5% each. The factors contributing to escalating eign Affairs, the organ of the New York Council on ruption Perception Index”, a list of the world’s most
instability across the globe are in place for a cata- Foreign Relations, which is the USA branch of and least “corrupted” countries. The list is used to
clysmic rupture, most likely this October latest. The London’s Royal Institute of International Affairs. punish those countries which show a tendency to
fact that markets are able to hold the appearance The French and German press have articles debat- resist IMF-World Bank policies. The 1997 CPI,
of recovery for no more than several days before ing Weber’s “New Economy” thesis.
published on July 3 1, heavily targeted Pakistan.
resuming a free fall (as exemplified by the Aug. 22
Under the sub-title, “The New Economics”, We- That same day, July 3 1, the IMF for the first time
wild swings on Wall Street’s Dow during the day ber gets to the core of his supposed argument: the withdrew an already-approved loan to Kenya, anof plus-minus nearly 200 points) underscores the “success” of the “New Economy” is based on the other target of TI, because of “corruption”.
The
fundamental nature of the process. The severe 247- emergence of a “service economy” having broken currency collapsed and Kenya is presently victim
point fall in the Dow Jones index on Aug. 15, in the power of the trade union, this resulting in fewer of a growing insurgency.
fact, signailed a phase change in the world finan- demands for higher wages, and, in the end, “low
Thanks to EIR, a resistance against TI is comcial system, towards hyper-instabilities leading ul- inflation”. He gloats: ‘<In 1950, services employed ing together. On Aug. 10, the Pakistan Karachi
timately to “the one the authorities cannot control.” about half of US workers. By the mid-1990s, ser- Business Recorder exposed TI’s plot to overthrow
In a sense, the wild swings in stock and cur- vices accounted far almost 80 percent of American the Bhutto government, referring to “A study into
rency markets from Bangkok to Tokyo, New York jobs.... This is important, because service employ- the crusade against corruption”, meaning EIR’s arand Frankfurt since Aug. 15 should be viewed as a ment is generally less cyclical than employment in ticles. On Aug. 2 1, the Trade Minister of Papua
dress rehearsal for “The Big One”. Estimates of a manufacturing.. .. In the most recent American eco- New Guinea, Michael Nali, attacked TI’s interfer2,000-3,000 point fall in the Dow Index-that
is, nomic downturn, around 199 1, manufacturing out- ence into that country’s affairs. “As an elected rep25-30%, and similar magnitudes in the hyper-in- put dropped about 3.4%, while the output of ser- resentative of my people and a Minister of State
flated German and other European stock marketsvices did not decline at all.... The increase in ser- (.. . .) I am questioning the legal and moral basis of
are likely conservative. All the ingredients are there vices employment is also a factor-in the general de- [Transparency International] going around solicitfor one major systemic conjunctural crisis in the cline in union strength, since unions are, typically, ing written undertakings from leaders of this councoming weeks: from turbulence in Asia- led by stronger in manufacturing and industry. . . . Weaker try to adhere to what it calls a ‘national instability
Thailand, South Korea, Philippines, and Indonesia, unions herald reduced bargaining power for work- pledge’ .” Transparency International had unleashed
to Europe, where there is an increasing likelihood ers, and diminished pressure for wage-driven in- on the South Pacific country, with huge mineral reof a crisis in the European Monetary Union, at- flation. In 1995, strikes fell to a fifty-year low in sources, a violent “anti-corruption” campaign, coinciding with the renewal of an armed insurgency
tended by full-blown currency, stock and bond mar- the United States.”
ket collapses, to the financial markets of Japan and
Weber hails “labor market flexibility” in the US, by the indigenous Bougainville Revolutionary Army
the United States.
because this is a shift from “the old paradigm of in the area of the world’s largest copper mine. Then,
Commenting on these developments Aug. 19, lifetime employment, to a new one of temporary there was a mutiny in the army against “corruption
Lyndon LaRouche stressed, “It is not technicalities
work, which is expanding briskly, While the For- in high places”. Parliament was surrounded and
that are causing this crisis. I have been forecast- tune 500 companies reduced their full-time labor Prime minister Chan forced to resign.
TI’s violent intervention was prompted by
ing this for some time. We are looking at, certainly force by more than 30 percent over the last 15 years,
by October, a real, major blowout which might be the number of temps in the United States has grown Chan’s opposition to World Bank demands to freeze
reflected on the New York exchange as anywhere nearly 19 percent in the last 3 years, and now ac- wages, fire public servants, eliminate price controls
from a 2,000-point and more drop. The problem counts for 10 percent of the American work force. on basic foodstuffs and privatize mineral resources.
here is that anything can set it off now. “The mar- The overall effect should be a more efficient labor Chan had expelled the World Bank representative.

Financial
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News
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The World Bank, and its president
James
Wolfensohn, have a “symbiotic relation” with TI,
whose chairman, Peter Eigen has been a senior
World Bank official for 25 years. TI’s vice-chairman and several other TI officials are all former
World Bank executives. Wolfensohn has called the
“fight against corruption” a “central point” for the
Bank. “The World Bank gives loans to developing
countries and TI is charged with the creation of a
system of control and budget,” admitted the chairman of TI in Italy.
London

says:
Africa

Times

Recolonize

We have frequently warned of plans by British
strategists, to solidify imperial control over Africa,
through manipulation of regional conflicts, and
through looting operations by British Commonwealth-dominated multinational mining interests.
The most graphic example of this, in recent months,
has been the Kabila insurgency in former Zaire.
Now, a leading British Foreign Office mouthpiece
has openly called for the recolonization of Africa
through the agency of United Nations-sponsored
“multinational mandates”.
Writing in the London Times Aug. 22, commentator Matthew Parris claimed that “if Africa is to
regain her foothold, it is not enough to send aid,
which will be squandered, or teachers, who will be
ignored. It is time we began to think seriously about
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reoccupying the most hopeless and desperate parts
of the continent, and testing the possibilities of installing sound administrations.”
According to the British imperialist writer, a
form of de facto colonization “is happening already” in Africa. For example: “in parts of Zaire,
multi-national mineral companies have been effectively running states within a state. In Nigeria there
are areas within which Shell’s writ, not that of
Lagos, rules. But the flaw of this arrangement is
obvious.” Rather than relying on such de facto
arrangements, Parris puts forward the following
proposal:
“To suggest that world opinion would permit
Western powers to recolonize for themselves significant tracts in Africa is fanciful, though not beyond imagiination. For Britain to administer Sierra
Leone again might be undemocratic, yet the peoples
of that territory would get better government. What
might be less fanciful is an idea proposed two years
ago, in a speech by Leo Tindemans. The former
Belgian Foreign Minister spoke tentatively about
reviving something akin to the United Nations mandate. The speech was greeted with horror, and he
has not revisited the idea. Perhaps he regrets talking about it. But it was brave, and true.. . . One
way or another, we shall get colonialism in Africa,
as those who can buy arms and feed armies overrun those who cannot. Does it make it more acceptable, that occupier and occupied are both
Black?”

Israeli
Denounces

9

General
Netanyahu

Major General Oren Shahor announced in an
interview with the Yediot Aharonot, Israel’s largest circulation daily, that he has resigned from active duty, in order “to sound the alarm against Ben“Netanyahu is jeopardizing
jamin Netanyahu”.
Israel’s security and citizens,” Shahor told the paper. “He is destroying the peace process and increasing the security threats on the one hand, and
weakening the defense establishment and the IDF’s
fortitude on the other. He is purposely belittling
the status of its experienced professionals, the defense minister, the chief of staff, and the generals.”
Shahor, who says he is speaking for many active-duty generals who cannot speak freely, added:
“Bibi (Netanyahu) is a prime minister of virtual reality, computer games, and the media. But once
you turn off the screen, reality hits you in the face,
as happened with the latest bombing in the Mahane
Yehuda market. The IDF and the generals are a
voice from reality. Instead of listening to them, he
is persecuting and discrediting them and impeding
We are facing the danger of
their performance.
being swept away by horrible violence. There is
no trust at all in the IDF generals. Every professional pronouncement is given a political interpretation. Every professional stance is portrayed as
iliegitimate criticism.” The General anwunc4 that he
would be running for office on the Labor Party ticket.
DARLENE: OK. There was nowhere to go.
There were no finances to make that move. Our
health-and they kept acting like they were going
I found a clause in their policy
where you can go to a hotel for one year, and they’ll
pay it. Well, they kept dragging their feet, saying
“Well, we want someone else to look at the house.
Meanwhile, this water is between the wall and in
the crawl space. Stuff starts growing. There’s nowhere for us to move to. Everything we have is in
thishquse. Mymothersaid
“Surelythey$e;oz
to pay I have home owner’s insurance
didn’t cause the problem, why aren’t they paying?”
The Insurance Commissioner is a friend-this
is
uullinr! full circle-we went in to see him. He had
‘such arabid attitude with us-1 had a book called
Unfair Insurance Practices for the State qf Pennsyivania. Well, he was so mad he wouldn’t even
look at it.
He said, “I know all about that law.”
I said, “Well, why can you not enforce it then,
because how long have we been in a house that’s
caving in around us? Why is this happening to us?
She has a clause where we could be in a hotel for
one year.” You know, this didn’t, make sense why
we were made to live in a house where the ceiling,
literally, caved in on our kitchen ceiling, on us,
while we were in that area and they won’t even do
anything about it.
The Insurance Commissioner, the acting Insurante Commissioner, Mr. Martino, might have finally said, “Do you know who Henry Barr is and
Richard Goida?” Henry Barr used to be the former
Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner. Well, he acknowledged he was friends of theirs. They’re the

An Interview
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III:

Former

[Editor $ note: This is the third andfinal part
of an interview between Rick Martin and Darlene
Novinger, a former FBI operative. Part II was on
page I2 of last week $ CONTACT.]
RICK: OK. We’re back on line.
DARLENE:
Alrighty. I was told when my
mother’s claim could end. It took someone from
that insurance company-the
house, we were living in a devastated house, with no place to live.
Everything my mother owns, her home, all her personal belongings are in this house, presently.
Which, I won’t jump ahead, but it’s now a biological waste site, with water sitting so long in this
place. No one would repair the house; it needed
tearing down. My personal belongings are all in
there. So they, literally, financially wiped us out,
here. Erie Insurance, the adjuster that came, we
waited from-this
happened January 28th, he arrives in June. The house is caving in around us.
It’s an unsafe house to be in and there’s water al1
over the place. To just jump right there, where this
goes full circle. Inevitably, I was told, by an associate of Erie Insurance who tried to intercede, that
our case, being my mother’s home owner’s claim,
was what they called “red-lined”, the day it was

FBI

Onerative
1

put in. Which means they’re not going to pay the
claim, and there’s no one who could help us on this.
And 1 kept thinking, “Why?”
Well, Erie Insurance-I
have a file, internal
memos of theirs-is acutely aware that I’m a former
FBI operative. When the adjuster came down, he
took pictures of-he pretended he was taking them
of the house, but he took very clear pictures of me.
He took pictures of my license plate which was from
out of state, which they ran a check in another state,
which I can bear and prove all this out, trying to
find out addresses and where I was living, etc. I
found that really interesting with Erie Insurance
Company. Eventually the Pennsylvania Insurance
Commission, the acting Insurance Commissioner
presently, Gregory Martin0 -my mother and I went
to see him and begged him, “ Please help us get the
claim paid.” Because in 199 1, October 13th, 1 hired
a microbiologist because our eyes were swelling
shut; we couldn’t breath. Frankly, it felt like you’re
smothering.
RICK: Now the obvious question, of course,
from a reader’s standpoint, is why didn’t you just
move out of the house, into an apartment or something?

YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE
TO CONTACT BY
CALLING
l-800-800-5565
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to federal penitentiary, for cocaine use. (laughter)
1 knew what our problem was right there. I
thought, this is some mess that my mom is in and
it’s all because of my investigations and they’ve
got us again. It’s sort of like, here’s their chance
to get even with us again. To make a long storyto try to condense this thing down: We’ve lost everything that we had. They put us out because the
news put the house as caving in. She (being someone who worked in the Insurance Commission) said,
“Get us a certificate that the house is contaminated
with microorganisms and we’ll talk to Erie about
putting you people in a hotel for a year.“. Well,
after it was on the TV, we got moved out of there,
but unfortunately for us, the house was already
deemed contaminated, as in a “biological-waste
site”. And on January 9th of ‘95, we were moved
into a Residence Inn for one year. And they actedpretended like they were going to fix the house.
They wouldn’t do it. Now the township, Lower
Allen township, sued mv mother November 9th of
‘96 to clean uba biolo&cal-waste site, which is
close to a million dollars! The microorganisms
that are in that house-that
we inhaled one of
them, out of many-the
counts are so high, it’s
so dangerous, this place that we were in. One of
them is called Stachybotry’s.
RICK: How do you spell that?
DARLENE: S-T-A-C-H-Y-B-O-T-R-Y-‘-S.
RICK: OK.
DARLENE: That’s one of many that’s in this
home. This is a storm-damaged home. It’s air
borne in nature. The insurance company waits a
year later, after we’re screaming and warning
people it’s a biological-waste site, because we’re
already sick. We don’t want other people to become ill. It’s in a residential area-goes in, finds
it in the soil and hides the report for another year.
That means it’s air borne and in that neighborhood. This is the same-the reason why I mention this particular microorganism is in such high
levels is that there were 30 babies in Cleveland,
Ohio. A show came on, I think it was on 20/20,
about 2 months or 4 months ago and the cause of
the death in a six-block area was a storm-damaged home of these newborn infants, who hemorrhaged
in their lungs.
The cause was
Stachybotry’s.
Now, I’ve warned the local officials who-1 might add Erie has a corporate headquarters that pays high revenues to this county
and township-and
they will do nothing. This
house is sitting there, in a very dangerous state,
and everything we have-in other words, it’s considered, it has to be done away with as a biological-waste site-put
in containers and taken to a
site that will receive every stick of furniture, every piece of clothing, everything in that house has
to be destroyed. Now the insurance company will
not pay us; and we filed, my mother sued to try
to get help in the court. None other than the court
where Richard Goida tried to send me to jail. We
were in their jurisdiction, yet again. The judge,
eventually on October 3 lst, 1996-, threw it out
based on a technicality; there was a question that
wasn’t answered. He would not make the insurance carrier answer anything, I’ll put it that way.
And my opinion is that the judge is not fit to be
sitting on the bench because it’s his conduct in
this case. I appealed that. Because of lack of
money, we went pro se. We are now in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court appealing it, trying to
get my mother’s home owner’s claim so she can
be heard on the merits of her case.
RICK: Good.
DARLENE: So that, in other words, we have
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yet to get before a jury, which we demand, and they
have done their best to deprive us of a trial by jury.
RICK: What is your living situation now?
DARLENE: We’re living with relatives. I am
unable to work presently due to very severe health
problems. My mother is 76 and she’s on a fixed
income. We’re going as, having health problems,
going as “out patients” to a hospital. And they’re
basically, no one’s quite sure-we’re
suffering,
we’re getting a lot of bad effects. It has totally
ruined our health. So, we’re in a nightmare situation. Our car-we have trouble keeping our car on
the highway. I get off, I have flat tires, they cut
wires underneath the hood, they shorted things out.
They being-I cannot catch the people doing this.
It happened to us when we were at the hotel at the
Residence Inn. It’s followed us to where lve’re living now. No one’s ever had any odd phone calls
until we came. It’s frightening because it s almost
like you’re trying to hang on and get justice and,
unfortunately, the acting Insurance Commissioner

2, 1997

is so hostile that he will not even answer a letter
about why they’re letting this company get away
with something this blatant.
RICK: Have you thought about 60 Minutes
and those other programs.
DARLENE: I have tried. I’ve talked to some
people about it and they said, “Right now I doubt
they would take it because as soon as they hear of
political things.. .”
RICK: Right, that’s true.
DARLENE: “They’re not going to put it on.”
And I thought, that’s really a shame because if I
could cut that out it would probably be a good story
for people, but in the same token it wouldn’t make
any sense. Why would a company go to this extent
and be so blatant, publicly, to do this.
RICK: Right.
DARLENE:
The motive would seem-there
would be a missing motive there, it would seem to me.
RICK: Right (laughter).
DARLENE:
So, I thought no use bothering

Editor’s note: The following article isfrom p.26 of the March 21, 1982
issue of the New York
Times.
The article is a clarification
of Mrs.
Novinger’s
bizarre tale of her pursuit of the Truth and her faith in
One day the pieces of the puzzle shallfaZ2 into place
‘justice “prevailing.
and the “well ” organized plots of the Elite controllers shall crumble.
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these people because they’re not going to get anywhere with this stuff.
RICK: Right. What is your current economic
situation?
DARLENE:
We’re totally devastated. Basitally I started, about a month ago, trying to do some
radio talk shows. I have not written a manuscript
which some people suggested that I do. Or a book,
or try to sell this horror story, is what I consider it,
of what has happened, for financial gain. Because
I kept thinking, right away people will think, “Well,
that’s their motive; they’re out to make money off
of this thing.” I thought, I’ve lost everything and
the most precious thing is human life; my family
members. You know, material items are one thing,
but people’s lives are another. So, basically people
hear this story and some people do what they can,
because I know how hard it is financially on a dayto-day basis. And some people are kind enough,
I’ve received gifts from them, not a lot, but I appreciate them. And every little bit helps out be-

cause we have to buy medicines and try to keep
fighting, and it costs me a couple hundred dollars
to do the printing costs. I did the legal research
and then the filing fees at the Pennsylvania Supreme, and, believe me, it’s no picnic because I’m
up against.. .
RICK: Right.
DARLENE:
. ..some pretty heavy corporate
attorneys who have a lot of, let’s say, political
weight to swing with the courts. So I am still nevertheless trying to get our day in court. I know if
we got before a jury that we would win, because of
the evidence I’ve accumulated on them. This case
has-is actually criminal and civil. I know I cannot try the criminal part in a civil court, but what
they have done is criminal. They’ve endangered
people’s lives, knowingly. And there is no explanation. Everyone else with the same identical situation has had their properties fixed. They were not
left to sit and turn into mold and funguses where it
reached a level of turning into a biological-waste
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site. These people’s homes were fixed before this
happened. This place was intentionally left like that
and we were in there for close to a year with nowhere to go. And it’s unfortunate that my mom is
caught in the middle of this mess. The township
has issued arrest warrants for weed violations on a
76-year-old woman. It evades me why they would
want anyone walking around on that property and
there’s no warning about a house that’s been devastated and declared a biological-waste site. Why
they would want people to be wandering on this
property is beyond me.
So, we have a two-fold thing of, not only has
our safety been compromised but the neighbors were
sent letters last summer, I found out. It said,
“You’re in no danger; this is all-everything
that’s
going on is contained inside the house.” And I
thought, they are blatantly, in my opinion, and it’s
a statement, they are lying to the people in that surrounding area because they know it’s outside of the
house and in the ground because they admitted toStew Webb called the township, he heard about the
story, and they told him, they’re relying on the insurance company’s report that that’s why they sued
my mother. And they made comments. They are in
collusion with the Erie Insurance Company, who
has a corporate headquarters in their township. So,
to me, it would seem that they’re acting against their
own people that are living there, while this is all
going on, and the whole thing is just a disaster.
The bottom line on this whole thing is, as long
as we’re suppressed and have no funds and have
lost everything, no one can afford-I
don’t think
there’s anyone, unless you’re a multimillionaire,
who could take to lose everything you own, and then
say, “Well, that’s it.” I mean, it’s like, my mother
cannot start over at 76 years old. That is why she
got home owner’s insurance. There’s no rensonable explanation why these people are not pa,Iing
this claim other than it’s a political vendetta that is
being carried out because of my work doing the
narcotics operations and information that we’ve
given on this company. Things have gone full circle
and here is our present state of affairs.
I truly believe that, they figure, before this incident happened, I continued speaking out on Mr.
Bush, and Mr. Thornburgh, and Mr. Goida, and,
Mr. Barr who was the Assistant Attorney General.
I might add that Mr. Barr is now a practicing attorney, even though he was convicted of cocaine
use in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania again.
RICK: Is that one, or two “r”s?
DARLENE: Two 2”s.
RICK: OK.
DARLENE: And I find it amazing that the acting Insurance Commissioner is so hostile, considering I never met him before that day, to us and his
friends, with these two men. And he seemed to know
all about me. I got an internal memo file from the
Erie Insurance Company, through a discovery, and
they were writing about me being an FBI operative
in their tile. Which, considering I’m not the home
owner, I have a very extensive file that should be
focused on my mother’s home, not about my life
story. It sounds like they’re doing an autobiography. And they seemed to be, I mean it spelled it
right out, about the FBI, right in their internal files.
And I found that interesting.
One key note that I think you might find interesting:
Mr. Webb called the Adjustor, Jerry
Goodling.
RICK: Jerry....
DARLENE: Jerry, I think he spells it J-E-RR-I, or, wait a minute, J-E-R-R-Y.
RICK: And the last name?
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DARLENE: Goodling, of Erie Insurance, And
he asked him why he is not paying the claim of my
mother.
RICK: Yes.
DARLENE: Mr. Goodling wouldn’t speak to
him and he said, “Well, I find it awful what you’re
doing to this woman of this age. Could it be because of something else?” Mr. Goodling, at that
point, hung the phone up on Mr. Webb and called
the FBI and said his life was threatened. Mr. Webb
made a recording of that conversation and at no
point did he threaten Mr. Goodling’s life over this.
And I found it interesting because usually you
would call your local police department. Why did
Jerry Goodling decide to call, none other than, the
Harrisburg Bureau of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and say his life was threatened by a Stew
Webb (who knows Darlene Novinger), about her
mother’s home owner’s claim? I find that very questionable, in my mind, why he would call the FBI.
RICK: Now again, the Erie Insurance Company; the Insurance Commissioner’s name is?
DARLENE: Gregory Martino, M-A-R-T-I-N-O.
RICK: And is he also in Harrisburg?
DARLENE: Yes.
RICK: What is his phone number?
DARLENE: Oh, good grief, let me see here. I
usually have all my stuff right with me. I can
maybe-I
don’t want to take up your time hereI’m searching while we’re talking.
RICK: OK, maybe you can call me with that latei
DARLENE: OK, let me just make a notation
because I usually have my book right on me. We’r
in a two-story dwelling and usually all my papers
try \o keep out of the road here. But let me jus
make a notation with this phone number here.
can get that for you in a few seconds but I’ll havl
to, you know, I can run up later and get that.
RICK: OK, would you just, again, this ha
gone on pretty long.
DARLENE: Yeah, I, I...
RICK: But I’m still going to use all of it. So..
DARLENE:
(laughter) I thought, “Well, thi
poor man, till he gets done condensing this thing.. _
RICK: I’m not going to condense it.
DARLENE:
There are people-we have affi
davits from contractors who have signed sworn af
fidavits that Jerry Goodling took them outside an
told them how he hates to pay 10 cents and “They’r
not getting another dime out of that insurance corn
pany. ” Back in June of ‘94, he made that state
ment on his first visit. Now, I never met that ma]
before in my life and I find it really odd, you know..
RICK: Well, it sounds like a typical adjustor’
statement.
DARLENE: Yeah, and it was really odd. Fo
him, for someone to call and for me, I kept think
ing, “If I got a threatening phone call you woulc
usually call your local police department.
Wh:
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would you call the Federal Bureau of Investigation?
The very people where I had worked out of that
office. ”
RICK: Sure. Sure.
DARLENE: It was a little strange to me. You
know? That was one of the highlights there; I
thought it was real interesting!
RICK: Now, how about just some closing comments, generally, to our readers, about what all this
means, or what it could mean to them.
DARLENE: I feel that if these people are allowed to keep destroying other people’s lives, that
we’re going to eventually-the truth will never come
out. If they’re allowed to intimidate people, harass them, cause financial ruination, and just, in
general, just make their life unbearable, this is the
type of thing that people should awaken to. Anyone that tells the truth, who is trying to be an honest person, suffers the consequences. And, if people
do not try to, to become educated to the facts of
this-I’m not the only person, I’m sure, and I know
of other cases in which they have harassed people
and really horrible things have happened to them
and their family members. I think that this will
continue to go on as long as people continue to sit
back silently and do nothing. And I think that all
the support that people can help to give: moral,
any type of support whatsoever, means the world.
Because, these are not, I might add, as everyone
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would know, they are not small people. They’re
very dangerous people that we’re up against. And
I don’t feel that because of telling the truth you
should have to go through all of this. And I would
like to see a meaningful conclusion come, that you
could get to the point where you could lead what
was left of your life in peace and not have to deal
with this. And, to date, my life has not been in
peace since the day, in 1982, when I first stumbled
across the George Bush information. And it’s quite
sad. And, I might add, Mr. Thornburgh’s assistant
U.S. attorneys, if they’re political people, it seems
that it’s a pick-and-choose system, and it should
not be. For everybody, it should be equal justice
for the same crimes, no matter what position you
hold, or if you are just the “common man” on the
street with a regular job, or if you’re an Assistant
U.S. Attorney General, we should have the same
type of guidelines for all people in the United States.
RICK: That’s a good place to end, right there.
DARLENE: I just think that, that’s a true feeling I have on this thing. And it’s quite sad. Because I can think of quite a few people who have
gone through an awful lot and they’re all honest
people, they’ve really suffered, and their careers
have been ruined because of trying to be an honest
person. And it seems that once you do this you’re
relentlessly pursued. So, the only hope you have is
to just keep talking and hope people listen to you.
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Darkest Secrets Of Our Time:

ALetter
ToMy
Josephi
Darling
Daughter

The following “letter” came our way from the
direction of Canada, though we are told it has
circulated
widely, if quietly, and may have
originated here in the United States.
Regardless, it speaks Truth that we are sure
many of you out there try to share with family and
friends.
The context in which this “letter” is
formatted carries a special (that is, most annoying)
inference about thinking ahead to the welfare of
our children and grandchildren.
Or, as Commander Soltec put the challenge
near the end of his 8/23/97 message in last week 5
CONTACT: “Your brothers on this planet are in
need of the confirmations of what has become of
your world, and how it is that such has happened.
Shed the fears and take a stance for Truth, else
there will not be a world left for your children or
grandchildren. ”
The choices
we make each day have
EVERYTHING to do with the opportunities which
open up in front of us tomorrow. Thus it would
seem the prudent thing to do would be to make the
wisest use of what time and circumstances lie
before us. Certainly that is the case for whomever
took the time and effort to compose the following
“letter”, and we are thankful for that contribution
to The Truth that is out there.
-Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
This brief outline of historical events covers
some of the darkest secrets of our time, of which
you must be aware if you not only value your life,
but also your liberty to save this country and the
rest of the world from its alien usurpers. To know
what is true and what is not, is what it takes to be
free. These pages are a tight encapsulation of historical truth of momentous fact. It is necessary
knowledge as a matter of survival, not only of the
individual, but for the survival of our race.
This letter may be reproduced as it is, in its
entirety. Discreetly send it forth to those whom
you can reach who in turn may discreetly do the
same. Neither name nor address is appropriate, for
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truth can speak for itself. Could anyone do less
than this to save this land, our heritage, and even
the planet itself. We drown in an ocean of ignorance simply for want of knowing the truth, in the
tragic time of the greatest unseen peril we have ever
known.
*

*

*

Immeasurable forces of darkness had all but engulfed the Earth wheu an enlightened being began
the reclamation of this troubled place. One single
entity exposed the tyrannical manipulation and
world control of the black magicians and sorcerers
of this day. The Laws of the Creator for the Creation were laid forth. The immortal essence in the
God-self of every being to return bock to its in&
nite Source was demonstrated by the greatest of all
Masters in the significance of the Ascension. The
arduous and difficult process in the final recovery
of this Earth is about to occur. There is involved a
life-and-death struggle with the eternal adversary
with inevitable choice required of each and all, as
the great separation of the wanton rebels from the
ongoing life-wave of our species takes place. The
journey leads either into the light realms of an unlimited universe, or into the longest night of servitude in the dark worlds of the incorrigible destroyers. The opportunity so given will not come again
for aeons, and it is evident, there is now very little
time in which to act.
As the last decade of this century began, the
Dark Force moved for the final takeover of the
Planet Earth with the initial skirmishing of the war
in the Persian Gulf, as a way of beginning the
planned Nuclear Third World War conflict and to
start in real earnest the intended murder of no less
than four billion of the Earth’s inhabitants.
This deadly and diabolical struggle goes back
as far as the Cosmic Rebellion of Lucifer who, in
being cast down, took with him one-third of all the
angels in heaven, and became that force we know
as “Satan”. One such rebel, we are told, was Jehovah, a renegade suace
1 scientist with awesome DOWI
ers of advanced technology combined with the complete absence of spiritual compassion. He apparently spawned a race after his own kind, and set
them to infiltrate the Earth, so as to take possession in expectation of his imminent and wrathful
return.
That perverse human strain manifested as the
Khazars of Asia Minor and the Southernmost parts

of Russia, and who were later to interface and adopt
the Jewish Talmudic faith, lock, stock and barrel,
in the ninth century A.D. They became, in reality,
counterfeit Jews who called themselves such, but
originally were not. Closely connected with the
cruelty of the Hittites, they appeared as the Khazars,
Phoenicians, Carthaginians,
were the rulers of
Venice, and in our day have come to be known as
the Ashkenazi Jews, Bolsheviks, Zionists, atheistic
Communists, Marxists and radical Socialists. Essentially they are one and the same in origin behind
the concealed masks of differentiated movements,
with a single and identical goal. Their cleverly
orchestrated, subversive takeover of the world by
stealth and tyranny has been continuous, ceasing
neither by night or by day, for its planned culn iuation in this decade, at this very hour with the utter,
absolute and final destruction of America. The
original ethnic Sephardic Jews, on the other hand,
are openly persecuted and regarded very much as
second-class citizens even in Israel and, as such,
can fully expect to suffer, at the hands of the Zionists, the same fate as the rest of the world.
This international conspiratorial
onslaught
played itself out through the decline and eventual
fall of both Greece and Rome, and later, in the
throwing out of the subversive insurgents by Queen
Isabella of Spain, and in England, by Edward the
first and Queen Elizabeth the first, thereby inaugurating five hundred years of prosperity and peace
in “merry England” and the cultural flowering of
the Elizabethan age. Holland became the next focus and center of commercial trading and banking
in Europe, of this self same group, until one named
Cohen launched from Switzerland a religious upheaval of hatred and division. He moved through
France as Cauvin, and arrived in England as Calvin.
He set Catholics against the Protestant Royal
House, and started the English Revolution and Civil
War, setting up Cromwell as dictator in the pay and
service of the great Jew of Amsterdam. With the
defeat of the King’s men, Parliament was dissolved,
King Charles the first was executed, and the Bank
of England fell into the hands of the Khazar-Jewish World Conspirators.
The People of. England
were subtly enslaved and have lived in the polite
illusion of freedom, and many have died for that
illusion even to this very day.
In 1798, the barbarity and terror of the French
Revolution was the result of the planning of the
same secret alien group which had been effectively
reorganized by Adam Weishaupt, the founder of the
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secret society of the “Illuminati”. The master blueprint for the ruin and violent destruction of the
world and of all its peoples was embodied in the
infamous and satanically-inspired Protocols of the
Elders of Zion. The Illuminati systematically came
into control of all the countries of Europe through
ownership of the banking houses in the hands of
the Rothschild family, a name derived from the
words “red shield”, thus forming the central focus
of an international power of darkness and iniquity.
Because of that influence, Europe become a neverending battlefield, perpetually entangled in the secret machinations of its evil overlords.
At the time of Abraham Lincoln, the alien bankers of the Illuminati tried to take possession and
control of the United States by imposing upon Lincoin, the printing and control of the country’s
money. Lincoln, however, was able to print his
famous greenbacks independently of the bankers
only on the strength of a loan from the Czar of
Russia. Few there are who realize, or even know,
that at the time of the Civil War in 1861-I 865, fomented and instigated at the behest of the alien
Conspirators, an army of European mercenaries was
poised across the border of Mexico waiting to carve
up, at the opportune moment, the warring factions
of the North and South, at the point when both sides
were depleted and exhausted. It was the Czar of
Russia again, who interceded by placing his naval
battle-squadron at Lincoln’s disposal with the threat
of a war towards the interference of any other country. It was the Czar’s magnanimity that saved the
Union, and protected America from a foreign occupltion.
rhwarted in their plans to make the United
States the center of their world operations, the alien
Khazar Bankers thereupon had Lincoln murdered,
and later, took merciless revenge by murdering the
Czar and all his family and unleashing the Russian
Revolution of 19 17, in the course of which, they
savagely took the lives of thirty million people, and
enslaved the whole of Russia under the JewishKhazar Communist tyranny.
The Civil War was one of the greatest tragedies
in our history. In four years of horrendous conflict, some six-hundred-and-forty-thousand
men’
died, and possibly a million more were maimed and
As many men died in the battle at
wounded.
Gettysburg in a few days, as were killed in the whole
of the Vietnamese War. The Civil War seared the
American dream, and it should be known that it was
very carefully set up and planned. It had nothing
to do with slavery which, in the course of events
would have been resolved by peaceful means. Slavery was made an issue to create the necessary con-
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dition of contention and division into two opposite
camps. Harriette Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, a completely fictional account of slavery in
the South, written without her ever having seen the
South, much less the slaves, provided the readymade
propaganda which the Jews were quick to seize upon
by printing a million copies and circulating lies
beyond all measure to propagate a cause, and justify the compulsion of both sides into fighting an
inflammatory war.
The Union forces of the North represented that
aspect of the human intellect-mind in suppression
of the heart in cold manipulation of the lives of the
mass of mankind. The Confederate South fought
with unheard of courage and genius against overwhelming odds, for the sake of freedom and individuality. The Southerners fought and died with
the perception of the insidious and universal form
of slavery that would be imposed, if they lost, upon
everyone.
The tragedy of the Civil War lay in the sheer
weight and force of numbers, as well as the brutality of a scorched-earth policy of total destruction,
resorted to in order to enable the Northerners to
prevail. A certain quality of freedom and honor,
which the Confederate South represented so well,
was sadly lost and obliterated from the national
psyche.
The question as to who brought the slaves to
America in the first place, is by no means an academic issue. The shipping records and the slave
transactions of the Khazar aliens who plied the slave
trade exclusively, are to be found in the museum
archives of the coastal seaport cities involved, on
the Eastern Seaboard. The Khazar-Jews were busy
trading rum and liquor to the west coast of Africa
in exchange for gold and ivory. When these commodities dried up, ten million primitive Africans
were rounded up and forcibly brought to the shores
of America, of which number but four million survived. If the African people of today knew to whom
they owed the rather dubious privilege of their arrival, perhaps the truths of the matter would be seen
in a very different light.
A furtive figure known as Albert Pike, a former
discredited general of the American Civil War and
belonging to the Masonic Order, joined forces with
the Illuminati, became one of its master agents and,
even at that early date, laid out the future plan for
both World Wars, One and Two, and now already
history, with a Third World War projected to complete the final collapse of Western civilization with
the destruction of Christianity. The process was to
include the decimation of two-thirds of the world
population, in line with the present-day plans of
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the “Club of Rome”.
World War One swept the whole of Europe and
England into the iron grip and relentless power of
the World Revolutionary Movement. In the fateful
year of 1913, President Wilson handed over the
Federal Bank of the United States into the private
ownership of the Khazar-Jewish International Bankers of the Illuminati. With this act of betrayal, the
people of America lost financial control of their
destiny, to the growing power of the godless system of the antichrist. It will be remembered, the
ending of this war was concluded with an Armistice on November the 1lth, 19 18. It was then, at
the end of the war, that the hidden hand of the JudeoMongols in control of the United States secretly
released the first use of a biological weapon in the
form of a virulent influenza virus, which was seeded
into the homeward-bound forces of the German
Army. The epidemic went totally out of control
and swept through Europe, indiscriminately taking
the lives of a wholly unbelievable forty million
people, and this was the means by which the
Khazar-Jews imposed upon Germany a supposed
defeat, in place of an honorrable peace. The impossibly harsh and unjust reparations
of the
Versailles Treaty at the greatest single gathering of
world Jewry, were sanctioned to guarantee, twenty
years later, the certain outbreak of the Second World
War.
As the First World War wound down, the Khazar
Bolshevik-Zionists began the Russian Revolution
for the seizure of Russia in 19 17, in order to establish a permanent armed camp for intimidating and
threatening the rest of the world under their flagthe sickle for the cutting down of the people, the
hammer for bludgeoning the nations-as
symbols
of their intent, on a red field soaked with the blood
of the human race. In the sixty years that followed
the Revolution, a further seventy million souls perished in the Khazar-Jewish Gulag concentration
camps and Siberian extermination camps, to the
total of what is estimated to be roughly one-hundred-million Russian victims in the crucible of Soviet Communism.
The Khazar-Jewish banking
Houses of New York financed the Revolution and
organized the Jewish contingent of the so-called
Lincoln Brigade from New York to carry out the
calculated Russian reign of terror and bloodshed.
The Spanish Civil War of 1936 was not only
the prelude to the Second World War conflagration,
but its intent was to provide a strategic Communist
stronghold on the European continent. It was triggered by the alien Khazar Communists, infiltrated
as a fifth column of subversive agents, whose role
was to assassinate countless thousands of key persons throughout the country in the early hours of
the prearranged day of attack. General Franc0 rallied what was left of his army and saved Spain for
the second time in its history at the price of a civil
war of unspeakable atrocity.
The Khazar-Jewish world conspiracy had already set the two greatest nations of the white race
of Christendom to destroy one another in a major
world conflict, and had secured power and wealth
beyond their wildest dreams. They could not wait
to start the Second World War, and this they accomplished with demonic skill. The International
Bankers had collapsed the monetary system in Germany after that first great struggle and bought up
everything in sight, so that there was little they did
not own. The German people in the former territories of the industrial Ruhr, the Polish Corridor, and
parts of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire, were savagely treated and millions of Germans starved in
utter desueration. It was a foregone conclusion that
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Hitler would reclaim and rescue his own people in
their former territories. The Khazar-Jews then quietly slipped over to secret meetings with their London counterparts to force a shotgun treaty upon the
British to guarantee Poland from attack. When
Hitler, to relieve his beleaguered countrymen, finally marched, Britain found she had obligated herself to declare war for absolutely no good reason
at all, to justify the most iniquitous and belligerent
conflict in history.
It was the same kind of betrayal that had been
set up to cause the American Civil War, and it had
as its sinister purpose the same diabolical end, to
self-destruct the White race, lest it oppose and overthrow the world conspirators.
At the end of that
opposing conflict, it took the Zionist cohorts only
fifteen years to dissolve and dismantle the British
Empire. In less than a mere forty years, the Bolshevik-Zionists, in firm control of the United States,
betrayed sixty-five nations of the free world into
the tyranny of Communist servitude and subversion.
We became, worldwide, a hated people for what we
had allowed the hidden hand of foreign conspirators to do in our good name.
As this Second World War come to an end,
Eisenhower, in his capacity as the supreme commander, expressed his life-long hatred of the German people by ordering war prisoners to be reclassified as “unarmed combatants” to evade the humane obligations of the Geneva Convention, and
so committed one of the crimes of the century, by
holding German prisoners behind barbed-wire
stockades, exposed to the elements without food or
water, sanitation or medical supplies, in an ocean
of mud and excrement. One-million-seven-hundredthousand soldiers died of deliberate exposure and
starvation in this merciless act of savage barbarity. If you should think this could not happen in
America, then why have some fifty major concentration camps been prepared and placed in active
readiness in the United States, the largest of which,
in Alaska, is of one million acres? Why are fiftyacre impenetrable stockades being built secretly by
this government, in the national forests of so many
states without accountability and so carefully hidden from the people’s knowledge? Is it not strange
that a government, by every means, should threaten,
rob, deprive and destroy the very people whom it
was supposed to serve, and to do so to an everincreasing extent, that its ultimate objective can no
longer be concealed. It is intended that the citizenry of this land shall lose all they possess: their
money, their land, their rights, their freedoms, their
liberty and indeed, for many, even their lives. We
no longer have, nor have had for some time, a true
or legitimate government of the people, so much as
a secret shadow government of the Satanic powers
operating in deep deception and the illusion of freedom.
As this most terrible world conflict came to a
close, Winston Churchill directed scientific studies
be made to see if it was possible to bomb the land
mass of Germany with Anthrax to permanently poison the Earth and thus starve the German people
into extinction. In the United States, Roosevelt and
Morgenthau sought to have Congress back an infamous plan for the sterilization of the German race
along with the proposed execution of fifty thousand
of its officers.
In Communist Yugoslavia, Tito, supported by
the Allies when he came to power after the war,
gave amnesty to the rival guerrilla forces of
Mikailovich, and the moment they were disarmed,
murdered the lot of them, five-hundred-thousand
men, all told. Meanwhile in China, Communism
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resulted in the wholesale massacre of countless
millions. Mao-tse-Tung, when asked how many had
been slain, admitted the figure of forty million to
be a very conservative estimate, whereas sixty million is thought to be the more probable figure. It is
a world-wide phenomenon that wherever KhazarJewish influence prevails, there is genocidal slaughter without end, without mercy and utterly without
compassion, as a purposeful goal and intent in itself-for it is the Satanic nature of the antichrist
that you are intended to be its victim. In approaching the time in which we now live, events so well
concealed and hidden b.y the complicity of a subtly-controlled media, stretch the limits of what many
can believe. Nevertheless, the historical record of
intellectual barbarous savagery should be clear
enough as a warning for all to see.
It is a shocking statement to have to make, that
the capital city of the United States is effectively
in Tel-Aviv, and the capital of the Khazar-Jewish
Zionist State of so-called Israel, which it is not,
and which was stolen from the Arabs, is most certainly Washington itself. In the eyes of the world
we have become a nation of brazen liars-we have
proliferated every evil, and betrayed our friends.
The good people of America, if that is what is called
being good, have given away their power to the
cunning of an alien and subversive secret shadow
government and its dread agencies, which now controls the Presidency and all of his advisors, the
Pentagon, the military-industrial complex, the entire media, and the whole spectrum of education,
industry, food production, publishing and religion.
In this country, the Secret Government is run
by members of the Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR), the Trilateralists, the Bilderberger group,
the super-secret Masons, and MJ-12, and the Order of the “Skull and Bones”, all of which, with
many others, are linked with the Rockefeller dynasty in America, and in turn, linked with counterparts of the supersecret Committee of Three Hundred, the so-called “Black Nobility” and the
Rothschild dynasty in Europe. All its conspiratorial members work in deadliest secrecy, lest the
people learn of the enormity of the crimes done
against their God-given, but largely undefended,
rights. The highly secret Order of the Skull and
Bones at Yale, selects candidates for accomplices
in the work of alien world domination. The Order
has total control of the College of Yale and, by infiltration, provides leading figures in the subversive government and every level of public life, to
bring about the Satanic New World Order. The
Order is directly responsible for the sabotaging of
education in the United States. Instead of learning
how to read and write by the spelling of words and
their construction, students memorize words by
sight, as a whole, without knowledge of meaning
or phrase. A nation of illiterates is the planned
result. The talents of the student are seen to have
no value, and the individual is considered to have
no rights since, for the New World Order, he exists
only to be conditioned as a socially programmed
unit, subservient to the absolute power of the State.
To understand the complexities of the political
struggle for power, it should be known that in the
seventies an interesting thing happened in Soviet
Russia. A fanatically dedicated Christian Sect, the
Skoptsis, which had gone underground when the
Khazar-Jews overran Russia in 1917, rose up and
threw out hordes of high level Zionists who, with
the covert assistance of the Rockefeller faction,
poured secretly into the United States where they
were ensconced into every nook and cranny of influence and power. In effect, they secretly took over
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the United States with connivance, the FBI, CIA,
the Shadow Government, its President and all the
rest. They came with a bitter hatred for the Russia
that rejected them and managed to throw them out.
In 1979, the U.S. Zionists attempted to divert a
massive NATO exercise consisting of an air-armada
which was to fly towards Russia and then turn back
at the last moment before crossing the national border; only in this case, the intent was to fly the fullyarmed aircraft directly towards their planned targets, in a preemptive nuclear first-strike. The Soviets responded by informing our Government that
America would be destroyed at the moment the
bombers took off en-masse.
Later, in 1982, on September the 17th a second
attempt was made and went within hours of a final
countdown. Since a successful attack required the
prior destruction of the dozen Cosmodromes of the
Russian Space Triad, our satellites had to be placed
in a stationary geophysical orbit over the Indian
Ocean in order to monitor the initial attack which,
when shown to be successful, would signal our
ICBM’s to be fired to take out all secondary targets. The Russians, who knew all about this, with
their own absolute supremacy in space, took out
all our owned satellites and have done so ever since.
Richard Nixon visited China and tipped off the
Chinese as to the secret purpose of our “stealth”
type attack bombers stationed in Sinkiang Province,
whereupon the Chinese sealed off the base and disallowed its use to the American bomber crews.
These successive and persistent attempts at preemptive nuclear first strikes by the Zionists in control
of Israel and the United States, for the destruction
of Russia, continue to be thwarted by Russia herself, while placing the helpless people of America
in the horrifying defenseless jeopardy of all but total
destruction. Soviet Russia, China and Switzerland
have massive deep underground protection fcr all
their people. The United States has a large number
of miniature underground cities solely reserved for
the conspirators, and none whatsoever for the citizenry of this land.
Fully cognizant of the bitter hatred of Zionist
malevolence, Russia could, if she so wished, destroy America overnight, but it appears her preference would be for the takeover of the United States
intact in one piece. Implanted in the waters around
every major seaboard city in this country, or under
New York and around others, are neutron bombs
capable of being triggered from space to simulate
massive seismic cataclysmic destruction. From her
Cosmospheres, or armed platforms hovering in
space, her laser weaponry can be aimed at the fault
lines to initiate the most massive earthquakes known
to man, such as might easily put California under
the sea. The Mount St. Helens volcanic eruption is
believed, with good reason, to have been a specific
case in point of a Russian complimentary card, for
sundry violations of good faith on our own part.
On December the 3rd of 1990, the Khazar Zionists of Israel sought to launch a long-planned
nuclear attack against Russians behind the screen
of the Gulf War scenario, and had to be bought off
by the payment of twenty-three-billion dollars of
the American taxpayers’ money, for her restraint
in supposedly keeping out of the war. These maniacal attempts are persistent and ongoing to this
day, and are restrained only by the loss of our satellites and fleets of Shuttles lost in the launching
and flights over Soviet Russian territory, kept secret from American citizens with the most amazing
cover-up operations and duplicate Shuttle craft
flown in from bases in Australia.
[To be continued.]
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The
tiermain:Answering
HigherCallToServe
Editor’s note: The following message is by
the Ascended Master known as Violinio St. Germain, Master of the Seventh Ray (or Aspect) of
Creator’s spectrum, the Violet Ray of Transmutation, among the seven great “Rainbow Masters ” communicating at this time to help us get
through
Earth-Shan ‘s planetary
transition
and rebalancing.
In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW
MASTERS, Germain says: “I head up the programfor the thrust of the Seventh Ray, for it is the
Transmuting Ray. I am passionate about it,
unbending regarding its use for Purity, Truth
AND FREEDOM-FMEDOM
OF THY GODSELF, IN THE SERVICE OF THE CHIUSTOS,
WHICH IS GOD-PURE
AND SIMPLE: GOD
FREEDOM EXPRESSED IN MANIFEST FORM
IN THEE AND IN ME....
“If ye wish to sum the measure of my
existence in all prior times, please let it be said,
‘He lived to make men free ‘.. . .
“In all my times upon thy place, I have sought
to stand squarely on a platform of basic human
rights for a responsible, reasoning public education in the principles of liberty and equal opportunity for all. I have efforted to teach thee
ones to espouse your inalienable DIVlNERIGHT
to live life according to your highest conception
of GOD. No right, however simple or basic, can
long be secure without the underpinning of the
Spiritual Graces and-the Divine Law that instills a compassionate righteousness in the exercise thereof Always I have efforted to make thy
country a fortress against ignorance and superstition, where Christ achievement could btossom, anddevotion to THE ONE couldprosper in
the questfor the Holy Truth (Grail)....
“I have always efforted at being an immortal spokesman for your scientific, religious and
political liberties. I believe that humanity shall
accept, as an axiom for its conduct, the principle
for which I have laid down my life: the right to
investigate.
It is the credo of free men-this
opportunity to try, this privilege to err, this courage to experiment anew.
“We scientists of the human spirit shall experiment, experiment, experiment, ever experimen t. Through centuries of trial and error,

through agonies of research, let us experiment
with laws and customs, with money systems and
governments, until we chart the one true course. ”
For more background
on this important
group of teachers,
the “Rainbow Masters “,
plus earlier writings by them, refer to the Back
Page for Journal ordering information.
8/23/97

VIOLIN10 ST. GERMAIN

Violinio St.
Good afternoon, my scribe.
Germain here in the Light of Creator’s magnificent One Light. I represent the Violet Ray of
transmutation and I work closely with my brother,
El Morya, the First Ray of new beginnings.
Out of that darkness and chaos which is your
present world, there shall spring forth in newness
a time of Radiance and Peace. There is need to
see the contrast between where you (and your
planet) are now, and where you are wanting to be.
Out of the chaos and confusion of a world gone
mad, there is being borne a DESIRE within the
hearts of many for balance and peace. It is this
desire which is the key ingredient that drives
change and transmutation.
You ones ask how this works. I shall explain
for the sake of those awakening to their Godpower, that you may choose to add yours to the
overall chorus of Light workers coordinating the
manifestation of Creator’s will-be-done on Earth.
Thus, I say again: desire drives change. As
more and more awaken to an awareness of the
chaos and confusion, the impetus for change
grows, and the transformation begins. More and
more are coming into a similar alignment of desire-energies that summons forth the change.
There are now far more wanting this change
than resisting the change, and it is only a matter of
sequence of events (basically, intensity of energy
flow) that determines the rate of manifestation of
the New Dawn of mankind. Thus you can see the
wisdom in our focus upon sequence of events, and
not upon “time” as you perceive same.
When you each make effort to pull yourself
out.of the confusion of the day-to-day world built
around the lust for material gain, and focus more
fully upon inner balance and growth of self, then
you are connecting more fully with (and conduct-

ing into the physical) the energy that will bring
forth the desired change upon your world.
Take personal inventory of that upon which
you place importance, and what actions you allow
to take priority in your life: Is money a primary
concern? How about the so-called (false) “security” and “freedom” and “importance” it seems to
provide?
Are “social pressures” a preoccupation? Do you worry more about what other people
think of you than about what you can feel (know)
within to be correct and act upon same with
courage?
When measures of material or social “status”
become more important than finding a point of
inner balance and peace, then you have lost sight
of what has lasting value. The distractions of the
material arenas may, perhaps, allow you to feel
better in the moment, but such will do little to help
you find LASTING inner peace and knowing!
Seek first to find that Higher connection which
guides you toward finding inner peace and balante, and then take action according to that which
takes priority in the moment. That which crosses
your path each moment, happens for a reason.
ALWAYS ! Recognize that this is so-that “life is
what happens while you make other plans”-and
be attentive to the clues and nudges which will
help you make the active choices that both indicate and determine your most deeply seated priorities.
We of the Hosts are always looking for ones
who can stay centered, focused, and connected.
We are particular
about who we choose.
(“MANY are called, FEW are chosen!“) If you
are drawn to this information source, and
messages like this, then consider yourself
CALLED.
You answer the call by disciplining yourself to stay centered and balanced and conWe shall NEVER force you to do
netted.
anything! However, we DO have a myriad of
resources at our disposal to help you, who ask
with the heart, and we WILL respond to a
sincere plea for help. Count on it!
Many in the U.S. and Canadian cultures spend
far more time watching television than focusing
upon that which will facilitate spiritual growth.
The choice is always left up to the individual, and
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so too is the responsibility of each choice.
Dis-ease, dis-comfort, health problems, and
addictions
will be cleansed from the planet. If
you cannot overcome these things, then you will
be below the frequency range which your environment will support. You will simply leave the
“new Earth realm” and go elsewhere to experience.
Cleanse thyself of the inner emotional pain.
Let go of what was. Focus your energy upon the
Perfection of what is taking place all around you
on a grand scale-a
planet returning to Balance
and Radiance.
Consider this an invitation to become a
more active participant in The Solution. Commit to yourself, in the form of a heartfelt
desire, time to spend consciously connecting to
Higher self (your inner God-self) every day.
Disallow the negative energies from entering
into your experience.
Consider your connecting to Higher self like
the operation of a light switch in a darkened room.
When you turn on the switch, you make connection, and the light comes on, and the darkness is
gone.
Now, let us imagine the switch as a dimmertype switch (one that allows the intensity of the
light to vary). As YOURemotional state changes,
so too does the illumination level in the room.
For example, let us say you find that you are
currently in a state of stress-filled doubt and
unrest and chaos. Your room is thus pretty dark
and it does not feel very pleasant.
Now you focus upon clearing your space and
finding balance. As you begin to focus on this,
and hold the thought, the room becomes brighter
and brighter. As a result of this, metaphorically,
you begin to see more clearly the details of the
environment in which you find yourself.
The
things around you take on a more understandable
(less vague) form; you find yourself less “in a
fog”. You can deal much better with that which
confronts you due, again metaphorically, to all the
now-visible clues for proceeding with the given
challenge.
Now you feel more focused and clear about
what perhaps is standing in your way. You may
even appreciate that the only REAL reason you
were afraid to move forward was simply because
you were not connecting with your Inner Source.
If you are feeling satisfaction and certainty
with who you are and where you are heading, then
you can be assured that you ARE connected and,
more likely than not, that the light switch is
cranked up to full! You know such ones; dispense
of thy envy toward these Light workers and
become similar hands and feet for Creator!
We cannot stress ENOUGH the importance
of staying connected and centered at this time.
The natural flow of the planetary system is
into a high-frequency state. The very body of
your globe will transform and change, and as
she does, those who are in harmony with her
shall thrive while those who are not will find
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the experience quite harsh and even unbearable.
You all live within the magnificent, nurturing
energy field(s) ofyour planet. You all knew, prior
to coming into this experience, that this planetary
transformation (energy shift) would take place.
Moreover, you understood that it would provide
you with a tremendous opportunity to meet and
grow through challenges that have faced some of
you for thousands of years, lifetime after lifetime.
Think of it this way: Your planet is turning up HER “dimmer switch” and is fast approaching a position of being fully connected,
with her light at full intensity. This is what is
meant by the Vtate of Radiance” into which
your planet is fast evolving.
This is a time for paying close attention to
ALL the clues around you, and then discerning for
YOURSELF what is the correct path for YOU!
Your connection to Inner Guidance is thus an
imperative part of your “tool kit” at this time!
Your Inner Guidance will direct you toward what
is perfect for YOU.
It is not anyone else’s prerogative, business,
or responsibility to tell you what to do, where to
do it, when to do it, or even how or why to do a
thing. You must learn to not rely upon another for
YOUR personal choices and decisions.
This is not to say that consultation with those
around you, whose wisdom you consider valid,
should not be apartofyour
decision-making. The
key here is in the asking and the heart intent, for
“the call compels the answer” and you can never
be sure of what possible avenues may be employed by We of God’s Hosts to get your answers
to you in a form you can recognize and appreciate.
Yet, the burden of responsibility still rests squarely
upon YOUR shoulders to take-in all solicited
information, and then make YOUR OWN decisions about YOUR course(s) of action.
Many, all around your world, in every culture
and language, are receiving this type of message
and Guidance. This message is intended to serve
as a reminder of that which you already know,
within your heart, to be true.
Get centered and learn to trust your own Inner
Guidance. Keep the Light on and stay connected.
When your Light is on, then the adversary will go
elsewhere to find an easier target.
If you slip, and the doubts and fears come
back, then simply turn the Light back on and
proceed forward. Do not worry about making
mistakes, for EVERYONE in the physical makes
mistakes. Be thankful for what you have learned
from ANY mistake and move forward. In doing
so, you will be transforming yourself into a rolemodel for others to follow, and therein you will’
also be fulfilling your Higher Purpose. You will
then know the satisfaction that your heart is longing to feel and maintain.
I am Violinio St. Germain, come as Teacher
and Guide in response to the heart-directed petitions of those at this time who are desiring clarity
within the Light of Truth. Salu!
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Desperate
Move
ByMonarchy’s

the Elitist brigades.
Do NOT for one minute forget or overlook the
connections of everything to everything! Note the only
party who dared to speak out against the “bureaucracy”
was Taki, a Greek friend of Diana who called the spades
exactly what they are-miserable
cheats, liars and bureaucratic hate-mongers. Of course, that interview was
not allowed repeating on any network.
Now for follow-up: There was at least one, and
perhaps two, motorcycles MORE than entered the tunnel
with anyone following the Mercedes. Thus the vehicles
were immediately confiscated and removed so that everything would be lost in confusion.
What do you think are the chances for a healthy life
for Mr. Jones, the bodyguard who is able to talk? Why
was he not killed? Hummnnn, interesting indeed. If he
had a radiator in his lap, that means he would also have
had a Mercedes motor in his lap, and yet his injuries were
head abrasions.
You have, world, just witnessed the assassination of
troublesome people to preserve the “Grand Plan”. Wbat
a perfect idea: a beautiful and sad Princess and a playboy.
Will this change al Fayedthoughts and actions? Wbo
knows; these people are not naive.
Ah, but there are several things that will come out
through questioning the photographers present. One: that
there were at least two blinding lights coming from ahead
in the tunnel and there were already people present at the
scene IMMEDIATELY prior to the accident-on foot.
So, how can you get all this information? You have
to be willing to pay attention. The point of the coverage
is to wear your nerves and senses down to nubbins with
what you arc SHOWN so that you never continue to
question possibilities.
Wbo is actually next? Well, I like my people to stay
very attuned to my radio and begin to look for major
‘%oincidences”. This, my loves, IS THE NEW WORLD
ORDER! And, no, don’t think Sir Spencer, brother to
Diana, is in your comer as he bit on the photographer
gambit even before it was publicly presented as the cause
of this terrible accident. He is in, and from, SOUTH
AFRICA, so take heed, good buddies. THE CONCEPT
OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER WAS LAUNCHED
FROM AFRICA AND CECIL RHODES! And no, these
factions are not friendly, particularly, but work together
for the common “cause”. Look for the changing or
differing FACTIONS and note movements.
Ah, where IS that George Bush, for instance, and why
would Kissinger be silenced at onset of the events?

HouseofWindsor
[Continued

from

minutes if you want some pictures”. They were not
headed for “his apartment” for a love-in-&y
were going
to go dancing.
The driver was not a regular driver, but rather, was a
security person. He, further, had been drinking and was
foundtobeintoxicated.
Tbisisimportantonlyinthatthere
wasasta&ingcontractonboththePrincessandDodi.
Calls were made and the assassins were already IN
THE TUNNEL when the party reached that location.
They were on the walkway ahead of the vehicle and shot
both the driver and Dodi with laser weapons. The piercing
light was so blinding that even the following entourage
was momentarily blinded, and at least one motorcycle
operator was unable to keep his vehicle upright-nor
could they see. This was a planned assassination, and of
course, orders were given that neither Dodi NOR Diana
were to survive the crash.
Diana was not only alive when the mob appearedbut bras both conscious and viable while carrying on a
conversation.
The assassins tried to blend in with the crowd arriving, but the photographers realized something was amiss
and they, in fact, attacked the already-present agent and
did actually beat one of them badly.
It is also noted that the paramedic vehicle was already
“on the way” when the call came of the accident.
There was an American hospital between the Paris
facility, where Diana was taken, and the accident. The
orders, however, were to take her to the Paris hospital and

“‘she
leave alive”.
- was not to _.
_._

The new relationship between al Fayed and Diana
was planned as well. Dodi was to have been married to his
own love in August and did continue to speak with the
American model right through the news-breaking stories
and headlines.
Note that you hear almost NOTHING about the
follow-up of the dead Dodi. Therefore I am going to give
you some information.
Mohammed al Fayed, the father of Dodi, is also
connected to Adnan Khashoggi, Dodi’s uncle. Is this plot
ever getting thicker?
These people are Egyptian monied people owning
properties all over the world and are NOT the favorite
families for interrelationships. They are “Islamic”. Everything about the relationship of Diana with this person
was a totally unacceptable happenstance. The relationship itself was to annoy greatly the Royal family in the
face of unfaithful Charles as he plans to marry his
mistress.
Now, how can you come to believe outrageous “007type” secret plot activities? Easy. Note that the flag
draped around the coffin of Diana was NOT the flag of
Great Britain but, rather, the personal flag oftbe Queen of
England reclaiming her property, and was from the
House of Windsor. Ah, the plot thickens? Well, note that,
at the reruns of the wedding pictures of Diana and Charles
even the Archbishop of Windsor was wearing a cloak of
the same House of Windsor and which is the Queen’s
private religious icon.
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Now, friends, check out Ireland and England and
reconsider how well this relationship of crossed religions
would fare in the courtyard.
This was not an unexpected occurrence as to the
murders and THERE WILL BE MORE AS THE
WRETCHES MAKE EFFORTS TO ‘WIN” THEIR
WAY, THROUGH WIPEOUT OF ALL PROBLEM
PARTIES.
How can you know that what I tell you is correct?
Look at what is taking place and how the focus is now an
emotional smashhit on Broadway and otherwise.
Diana was working diligently, AGAINST THE
CROWN, in occupying herself with most unpopular
causes ESTABLISHED BY THE ELITE IN THE FIRST
PLACE TO DEPOPULATE THE WORLD-AIDS
and
land mine removal. Well, who put the land mines there in
the first place? Nasty little game, is it not?
So why would she be involved? Easy: Diana and Dodi
were working to raise funds for the activities and they
knew where to go to do the work. It is hard to figure just
where al Fayed, the father, is as to political structures but
he desired in a most unusual way to be a British subject.
Khashoggi was totally tied up in arms for funds in the Iran
mess, etc. Will this cause the elders of the house of Fayed
to finish the money raising? who knows, but I think they
must have opportunity.
Do you actually think the people will stay aroused and
resentful? No, it is already over as the graciousness of the
Crown is already apparent as to the generosity of their
stance in this embarrassing time of confrontation-but
the press is already eating away at the “convenience” of
“having Diana out of the way”. Well, I would be very
concerned for my own life if I be Carnella or Charles,
either one or both. This is a last-stab effort to save the
HOUSEOF WINDSORandthemonarchy
fiomoblivion.
HowmanyofyounoticedthatevenoldHankKissinger
was spewing his garbage? Well, indeed, he was never
allowed on the air a second time at the event of the
accident. But even at the time of the announced death he
was supposed to speak, but was cut off at the microphone.
And since when are heads of state notified of an accident
to an unfaithful ex-wife of some silly triad? That was
simply to inform that “you are possibly NEXT” and the
deed is accomplished. The murder was not able to be
committed at the scene of the accident because of the fact
that Diana was in pretty good shape, conscious and
visiting with the people around-so next had to come the
grand efforts to “save her”. She was shouting at everyone
because she knew that she was going to die, one way or
another, and was pleading for her children’s sake.
Now, there is this false hue-andcry over the photographers who were arrested, to get them out ofthe scene and
shut away from telling the truth, and now comes the
pictures being shut away from ability to have evidence in
full-blown color.
And what was the cry of the people against the papers
and photographers in London? Ah indeed, “Shut downthe
SUN.‘” This, readers, is the major paper first established
by Rupert Murdock, arch rival of such as Ted Turner and

CHINA AND ADELANTO.

CALIFORNIA

Next, briefly, as you contemplate other topics for the
day. Consider this patrioticmoveto stop the Chinese from
having factories and outlets in Southern California. HAVE
YOU SEEN THESE AREAS FOLLOWING BASE
CLOSURES? Wow-deadvilles.
While you focus on
Long Beach, Adelanto and other nearby towns are totally
destroyed by your government and that plague is spreading to everything around the aerospace and military areas.

[See related story on p. 6.1

Meanwhile, Donald Trump is working on the biggest
development program yet, for New York. Working with
whom? RIGHT, THE CHINESE. All nicely approved,
hook, line, and sinkers. And&at HUGE outlet for Chinese
goods in Adelanto? It is not as big as your local market
building. One third, perhaps, as large as atypical K-Mart
store. And no, this is not gossip-several
people went to
explore and see for selves., And wow, SPOTLIGHT
makes it sound as if the complex would be the size of
Manhattan. No, not even a large building-its skeleton
standing there in its rusting condition. And “hidden”?
Nope, the sign is far more outstanding than the little
building and was obviously put in place prior to starting
the framing. Oh well-America!
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805-822-0202
This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
Wulck telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s most recent writings. This is our way of keeping you informed about fastbreaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 3 rings if not.
Thus dairy callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the hotline
does not answer your call then
that means that there is currently no hotline message.

